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Consider a compact prequantizable symplectic manifold M on which a compact Lie group G acts in a Hamiltonian
fashion. The ÔÔquantization commutes with reductionÕÕ theorem asserts that the G-invariant part of the equivariant
index of M is equal to the Riemann—Roch number of the symplectic quotient of M, provided the quotient is
nonsingular. We extend this result to singular symplectic quotients, using partial desingularizations of the
symplectic quotient to deÞne its Riemann—Roch number. By similar methods we also compute multiplicities for the
equivariant index of the dual of a prequantum bundle, and furthermore show that the arithmetic genus of
a Hamiltonian G-manifold is invariant under symplectic reduction. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a compact symplectic manifold (M, u) on which a compact Lie group G acts in
a Hamiltonian fashion with equivariant moment map ’ : MPg*. A fundamental result due
to Meyer and Marsden-Weinstein says that if 0 is a regular value of ’, then the symplectic
quotient (also known as the reduced space)
M
0
"’~1 (0)/G
is a symplectic orbifold, a symplectic space with Þnite-quotient singularities. However, if 0 is
a singular value of the moment map, the symplectic quotient usually has more complicated
singularities. Singular symplectic quotients have been the subject of intensive study over the
past Þfteen years. For instance, it was proved by Arms et al. [1] and Otto [37] that
M
0
admits a Þnite decomposition into smooth symplectic manifolds, labelled by orbit types
of M. Sjamaar and Lerman [41] proved that this decomposition is a stratiÞcation in the
sense of Thom-Mather and gave local normal forms for the singularities.
The object of this paper is twofold. The Þrst goal is to deÞne Riemann—Roch numbers of
singular symplectic quotients M
0
with coeƒcients in certain complex line bundles. These
bundles include the trivial line bundle, the Riemann—Roch number of which we call the
arithmetic genus of M
0
, and the prequantum line ÔÔbundleÕÕ, the Riemann—Roch number of
which is the dimension of the quantization of M
0
. (The prequantum line ÔÔbundleÕÕ is not
a genuine Þbre bundle but an orbibundle.)
The second goal is to understand how these Riemann—Roch numbers are related to the
corresponding characteristic numbers of M. Our incentive is to extend the ÔÔquantization
commutes with reductionÕÕ theorems of [22, 34] to the singular case. These theorems arose
from a conjecture of Guillemin and Sternberg [18].
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A major obstacle to attaining our Þrst goal is the fact that on a singular space there is no
obvious way to deÞne a Riemann—Roch number as the index of an elliptic operator. To
make matters worse, symplectic quotients are seldom complex algebraic or even analytic
varieties, so that holomorphic Euler characteristics do not make sense and the
Riemann—Roch formulas of Baum et al. [4] and Levy [30] do not apply. We attempt to
surmount this obstacle by (partially) resolving the singularities of M
0
and deÞning the
Riemann—Roch numbers of M
0
to be equal to those of its desingularization. This raises the
question whether the result depends on the way in which we resolve the singularities. In
contrast to the situation in algebraic geometry this is not an easy question, and the answer
we Þnd is incomplete. One way of desingularizing a symplectic quotient was discovered by
Kirwan [25]. Another way is simply to shift the value of the moment map to a nearby
generic value. Our result says that these two desingularization methods lead to the same
Riemann—Roch numbers. (Neither method yields a desingularization of M
0
in the strict
sense of the word, but only a partial desingularization, which may have Þnite-quotient
singularities.)
We are far more successful in winning our second objective. Let ‚ be a G-equivariant
complex line bundle on M. Let RR(M, ‚) be the equivariant index of M with coeƒcients in
‚, that is the pushforward of ‚ to a point, viewed as an element of the equivariant K-theory
of a point. Under favourable circumstances, e.g. if ‚ is the trivial bundle or the prequantum
bundle, ‚ induces a line ÔÔbundleÕÕ ‚
0
on the quotient M
0
. This enables us to deÞne the
Riemann—Roch number of M
0
with coeƒcients in ‚
0
by means of either of the two
desingularization processes referred to above. Our results include:
1. if ‚ is trivial, then RR(M, ‚)"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
), i.e. the arithmetic genus of M is equal to
the arithmetic genus of M
0
;
2. if ‚ is the prequantum line bundle, then RR(M, ‚)G"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
), i.e. quantization
commutes with reduction. (The superscript G denotes G-invariants.) The latter result
leads to a geometric formula for the multiplicities of all irreducible representations
occurring in the quantization RR(M, ‚). We obtain similar results for the ÔÔnegativeÕÕ
quantization RR(M, ‚~1).
It also turns out that the multiplicities depend only on the weights of the action of „ on
the Þbres of ‚ at the Þxed-point set MT, where „ denotes a maximal torus of G. This
observation enables us to generalize our results to a larger class of bundles.
The method of proof is an extension to the singular case of techniques developed in [34]
for the proof of the Guillemin—Sternberg conjecture, the key tool being a gluing formula
that relates the equivariant index of M to equivariant indices of simpler spaces obtained
from M by symplectic cutting in the sense of Lerman [27]. The gluing formula is an
application of the Atiyah—Segal—Singer equivariant index formula.
Because the operations of symplectic cutting and partial desingularization give rise to
orbifolds rather than manifolds and because many ÔÔbundlesÕÕ we shall consider are or-
bibundles rather than bundles, we are obliged to place our discussion in the wider
framework of Hamiltonian G-orbifolds. While this presents few conceptual diƒculties, the
technicalities are sometimes rather involved. In the interests of clarity and brevity we shall
at some points treat in complete detail only the manifold case and indicate succinctly how
to extend the argument to orbifolds. The relevant versions of the index formula in this
category are due to Kawasaki [23], Vergne [44] and Duistermaat [12].
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 contains detailed statements and
a discussion of our main results. In Section 3 we review the local structure of singular
symplectic quotients. In Section 4 we describe the two known methods for desingularizing
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symplectic quotients. We prove in detail that KirwanÕs partial desingularization is well-
deÞned up to deformation equivalence and discuss brießy how it is related to shift-
desingularizations. We then present the proofs of our main results, Þrst in the abelian case
(Section 5), then in the nonabelian case (Section 6). At several points we illustrate our results
by applying them to Delzant spaces, a class of toric varieties with symplectic structures.
These not only serve as an interesting example, but also play an important part in
symplectic cutting. Appendix A contains a number of technical results concerning blowups
and constant-rank embeddings. In Appendix B we prove a product formula for the Todd
class of an almost complex Þbre bundle, which generalizes a classical result of Borel. A table
listing our notational conventions is provided in Appendix C.
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
In Section 2.1 we introduce notation and recall some basic notions concerning Hamil-
tonian actions. This is standard material except for DeÞnitions 2.1 and 2.2. Sections 2.2—2.5
are a compendium of the chief results of this paper. It is important to note that these results
hold without any regularity assumptions on the values of the moment map.
2.1. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper G denotes a compact connected Lie group. We choose once and
for all a maximal torus „ of G and a (closed) Weyl chamber t*
‘
in t* and denote by W the
Weyl group N
G
(„)/„. Throughout (M, u, ’) designates a connected symplectic orbifold on
which G acts in a Hamiltonian fashion with a proper and G-equivariant moment map ’:
MPg*. (Many of our results hold only for compact M, but it is important for technical
reasons to allow M to be noncompact.) Our sign convention for the moment map is as
follows:
dS’, mT"ı (m
M
)u,
where m
M
denotes the fundamental vector Þeld induced by m3g. The pair (u, ’) is an
equivariant symplectic form on M. An isomorphism between two Hamiltonian G-orbifolds is
a G-equivariant symplectomorphism that intertwines the moment maps on the two spaces.
Some basic material on symplectic orbifolds can be found in [28, 29, 34]. Our conventions
concerning orbifolds are as in [34]. (In particular, the structure group of an orbifold at
a point is not required to act e⁄ectively, and the structure group of a suborbifold at a point
is the same as the structure group of the ambient orbifold at that point.) The set ’(M)Wt*
‘
will be denoted by *. By a theorem of Kirwan [24] (cf. also [28, 38]) it is a convex rational
polyhedron, referred to as the moment polyhedron. For k3g* let Gk be the stabilizer group of
k under the coadjoint action and let Gk be the coadjoint orbit through k. The compact
space
Mk"’~1(k)/Gk:’~1(Gk)/G
is the symplectic quotient of M at level k. The symplectic quotient at level 0 plays a special
role and (particularly in situations where there is more than one group acting) will also be
denoted by
M//G"M
0
.
The symplectic quotients of M have a natural stratiÞcation by symplectic orbifolds deter-
mined by the inÞnitesimal orbit types of M. (See Section 3.1.)
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DeÞnition 2.1. A point k3g* is a quasi-regular value of ’ if the G-orbits in ’~1(Gk) all
have the same dimension.
Equivalently, k is quasi-regular if the rank of ’ is constant on ’~1 (Gk), or the
dimension of the stabilizer G
m
is the same for all m in ’~1 (Gk), that is to say if ’~1(Gk) is
contained in a single inÞnitesimal orbit type stratum. Consequently, if k is a quasi-regular
value, then the orbifold stratiÞcation of Mk consists of one piece only, and Mk is therefore
a symplectic orbifold. Here are some examples of quasi-regular values: weakly regular
values (i.e. values k for which ’ intersects MkN cleanly; see Proposition 3.10), points in * of
maximal norm (see Lemma 6.1) and, if G is abelian, vertices of the moment polytope. See
Section 3.4 for more examples.
Let ‚ be a G-equivariant complex line orbibundle (also known as an orbifold line
bundle) on M. For k3g* deÞne ‚k to be the quotient of the restriction of ‚ to ’~1(Gk),
‚k"(‚ D’~˙(Gk))/G.
For k"0 we shall also use the notation
‚//G"‚
0
.
Suppose for a moment that ‚ is a true line bundle. When is ‚k a topologically locally trivial
complex line bundle on the topological space Mk? It is not hard to see that this is the case if
and only if for all m3’~1(Gk) the stabilizer G
m
acts trivially on the Þbre ‚
m
, in other words
‚ D’~˙(Gk) is G-equivariantly locally trivial. We shall make a slightly weaker assumption.
DeÞnition 2.2. The line orbibundle ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at m if the
action of the identity component of G
m
on ‚
m
is trivial. It is almost equivariantly locally
trivial at level k if it is almost equivariantly trivial at all m3’~1(Gk).
For instance, if k is a regular value of ’, then G acts locally freely on ’~1(Gk), so ‚ is
almost equivariantly locally trivial at k. If ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at k, then
the Þbres of the induced map ‚kPMk are Þnite quotients of C. If in addition k is
a quasi-regular value, then ‚k is a line orbibundle over the orbifold Mk .
Now assume that M is compact. Choose a G-invariant almost complex structure J on
M which is compatible with u in the sense that the symmetric bilinear form u(), J )) is
a Riemannian metric. Let LM
L
be the Dolbeault operator with coeƒcients in ‚. Also choose
a G-invariant Hermitian Þbre metric on ‚. The Dolbeault—Dirac operator on M with
coeƒcients in ‚ is deÞned by L/
L
"J2 (LM
L
#LM *
L
), considered as an operator from
)0,%7%/(M, ‚) to )0,0$$ (M, ‚). The equivariant Riemann—Roch number of M with coeƒcients
in ‚ is the equivariant index of L/
L
,
RR(M, ‚)"index
G
(L/
L
)
viewed as an element of Rep G, the character ring of G. An alternative deÞnition goes as
follows. Every G-orbifold with an invariant almost complex structure carries a canonical
invariant Spin
c
-structure. The Spin
c
-Dirac operator of M with coeƒcients in ‚ has the same
principal symbol as L/
L
(see e.g. [12]), and therefore has the same equivariant index.
The character RR(M, ‚) does not depend on the choice of J (because any two compat-
ible almost complex structures are homotopic), nor on the choice of the Þbre metric on ‚.
Indeed, RR(M, ‚) depends only on the homotopy class of the almost complex structure and
the equivariant Chern class of ‚.
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Let " be the integral lattice ker(exp Dt) of t. Then "*"HomZ(", Z) is the lattice of real
inÞnitesimal weights and "*
‘
""*Wt*
‘
is the set of real dominant weights. The multiplicity
function of ‚ is the function N
L
(also denoted by N) on "*
‘
with values in Z deÞned by the
orthogonal decomposition
RR(M, ‚)" +
k|"*‘
N
L
(k) sk (2.1)
where sk denotes the character of the irreducible representation with highest weight k.
If k is a quasi-regular value of ’ and ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at k, then
the Riemann—Roch number RR(Mk , ‚k) of the orbifold Mk with coeƒcients in the orbi-
bundle ‚k is well-deÞned. We shall now discuss how to deÞne RR(Mk , ‚k) even when Mk is
not an orbifold.
2.2. The singular case
Consider a value k of the moment map that is not quasi-regular. Let ‚ be a G-
equivariant line orbibundle on M and suppose that ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial
at k. Every point in Mk has an open neighbourhood O which can be written as a quotient of
a space OI by a Þnite group ! such that ‚k is the quotient by ! of a !-equivariant line bundle
on OI . (See Section 3.3.) We shall call ‚k a line orbibundle over Mk , even though the base
space Mk need not be an orbifold. Now let MI k be KirwanÕs canonical partial desingulariz-
ation of Mk . To construct MI k one Þrst performs a sequence of equivariant symplectic
blowups of a G-invariant neighbourhood ” of ’~1 (Gk) to obtain a Hamiltonian G-orbifold
(”I , uJ , ’3 ) with the property that k is a quasi-regular value of ’I . The space MI k is then the
reduction of ”I at k, which is a symplectic orbifold. The pullback bundle ‚I on ”I is almost
equivariantly locally trivial at k, so that ‚I k is a line orbibundle over MI k and the
Riemann—Roch number RR(MI k , ‚I k) makes sense.
DeÞnition 2.3. RR(Mk, ‚k)"RR(MI k , ‚I k).
In the algebraic case, where M is a complex projective orbifold and the quotients Mk are
complex projective varieties, this equality is not the deÞnition of RR(Mk , ‚k), but a conse-
quence of the fact that the Mk have rational singularities. (Cf. [39].)
One problem with this deÞnition is that the symplectic structures on ”I and MI k depend
on a long list of choices. However, in Section 4.2 we prove the following result.
THEOREM 2.4. „he germ at ’3 ~1(Gk) of the triple (”I , uJ , ’3 ) is unique up to deformation
equivalence. „his implies that the symplectic structure on MI k is unique up to deformation
equivalence and hence that the Riemann—Roch numbers of MI k are well-deÞned.
A more diƒcult and as yet unresolved problem is that the partial resolution MI k
depends on the way Mk is written as a quotient. It is conceivable that Mk could be presented
in a di⁄erent way as a quotient M@k{ of a Hamiltonian G@-orbifold M@ and it is a priori
unclear if MI k and MI @k{ have the same Riemann—Roch numbers. The following theorem o⁄ers
some evidence that RR(Mk , ‚k) is independent of the partial resolution. By Lemma 3.7
almost equivalent local trivality in an open condition, so for all l near k the quotient ‚l is
a line orbibundle over Ml and RR(Ml, ‚l) is well-deÞned (as RR(MI l, ‚I l) if Ml is singular).
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THEOREM 2.5. If ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at level k, then
RR(Mk, ‚k)"RR(Ml, ‚l)
for all l3’ (M) suƒciently close to k.
The proof is in Section 6.1. If Mk and Ml have the same dimension (e.g. if k and l are
both in the interior of *), then MI k and MI l are two di⁄erent partial desingularizations of Mk,
and we shall refer to MI l as a shift desingularization of Mk. Theorem 2.5 asserts that the shift
desingularizations of Mk give the same Riemann—Roch numbers as the canonical partial
desingularization.
In the next sections we shall make a detailed comparison between the virtual character
RR(M, ‚) and the numbers RR(Mk, ‚k) for three di⁄erent types of bundle.
2.3. Rigid bundles
A G-equivariant line orbibundle ‚ on M is called rigid (or G-rigid) if the action of „ on
‚ D
MT
is trivial. This condition is obviously independent of the choice of the maximal torus „.
A rigid bundle is almost equivariantly locally trivial everywhere by Lemma 3.11, so that
RR(Mk, ‚k) is well-deÞned for all k.
Example 2.6. The equivariantly trivial line bundle C is rigid. Its equivariant index is the
arithmetic or „odd genus of M. The induced bundle Ck is of course the trivial line bundle
on Mk.
Notice that the deÞnition of a rigid orbibundle makes sense for an arbitrary almost
complex G-orbifold. The term ÔÔrigid orbibundleÕÕ is inspired by an observation of Lusztig
(see [2]) stating that the arithmetic genus of an almost complex G-manifold is rigid (i.e.
a constant character). Along the lines of [2, 6, 13, 26] we shall prove the following stronger
result.
THEOREM 2.7. 1. ‚et M be a compact almost complex G-orbifold and let L be a rigid
orbibundle on M. „hen the character RR(M,L) is constant. Choose a generic m3t. „hen
RR(M,L)" +
Fm|C[ F
RR(F,L D
F
),
where the summation is over all connected components F of MT such that Sa, mT(0 for all
orbiweights a of the „-action on the normal bundle of F.
2. ‚et M be a compact Hamiltonian G-orbifold and let ‚ be a rigid orbibundle on M. „hen
RR(M, ‚)"RR(Mk, ‚k) (2.2)
for all k3’(M). In particular, RR(Mk, ‚k) does not depend on the value of k. In the presence of
an action of a compact connected ‚ie group H on M and ‚ that commutes with the action of G,
(2.2) holds as an equality of virtual characters of H.
The proof of 1 is in Section 5.1 and the proof of 2 is in Section 6.1. Setting ‚"C we
obtain from 2 that the arithmetic genus is invariant under symplectic reduction and that all
symplectic quotients of M have the same arithmetic genus. The latter fact is perhaps not
very surprising (and was known in special cases; see e.g. [3]), since according to Guillemin
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and Sternberg [19] all nonsingular symplectic quotients are ÔÔbirationally equivalentÕÕ in the
symplectic category. For regular values k the invariance of the arithmetic genus under
reduction was proved independently by Tian and Zhang [42].
Applying this result to a coadjoint orbit M"Gk, we Þnd that the arithmetic genus of
M is equal to 1, since the symplectic quotient Mk is a point. This implies that any
two-dimensional symplectic quotient of a coadjoint orbit is a sphere (possibly with orbifold
singularities).
2.4. Moment bundles
A G-equivariant line orbibundle ‚ over M is called a moment bundle (or G-moment
bundle) if for all components F of the Þxed-point set MT the orbiweight of the „-action on
‚ D
F
is equal to ı*’(F). Here ı denotes the inclusion map tPg and ı*’(F) the (constant)
value of ı*’ on F. It is easy to see that this condition is independent of the choice of the
maximal torus „. It is also obvious that if M admits a moment bundle ‚, then its moment
polytope is rational. In fact, ı*’ (F)3d~1"* if the generic Þbre of L D
F
is the folded line
C/(Z/dZ). If M is compact, a moment bundle is almost equivariantly locally trivial at 0 by
Lemma 3.11, so that RR(M
0
, ‚
0
) is well-deÞned.
Example 2.8. A prequantum line bundle is a G-equivariant line orbibundle whose
equivariant Chern class is equal to the equivariant cohomology class of the equivariant
symplectic form (u, ’). The equivariant index of a prequantum line bundle is called the
quantization of M. A prequantum line bundle always exists if the cohomology class of u is
integral and G is simply connected and is then a true G-equivariant line bundle. (A necessary
and suƒcient condition is the integrality of the G-equivariant orbifold cohomology class of
u.) On a prequantum line bundle ‚ there exist a G-invariant Hermitian metric and
connection such that the curvature of the connection is equal to the symplectic form and for
every m3g the fundamental vector Þeld m
L
is given by KostantÕs formula
m
L
"lift m
M
#S’, mT L
L/
. (2.3)
Here L/L/ is the generating vector Þeld for the scalar S1-action on ‚. This implies
immediately that ‚ is a moment bundle. If 0 is a quasi-regular value, then the reduced
bundle ‚
0
is a prequantum line bundle on the symplectic orbifold M
0
. (See e.g. [18].) If 0 is
not quasi-regular we shall still call the orbibundle ‚
0
a prequantum line bundle on the
stratiÞed symplectic space M
0
. Note however that for kO0 the quotient bundles ‚k are not
prequantizing.
Our main result is as follows. The proof is in Section 6.2.
THEOREM 2.9. ‚et M be a compact Hamiltonian G-orbifold and ‚ be a G-moment bundle
on M. „hen the multiplicity of the trivial representation in RR(M, ‚) is equal to the
Riemann—Roch number of the symplectic quotient M
0
:
RR(M, ‚)G"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
). (2.4)
In the presence of an action of a compact connected ‚ie group H on M and ‚ that commutes
with the action of G, (2.4) holds as an equality of virtual characters of H. By „heorem 2.5 we
also have RR(M, ‚)G"RR(Mk , ‚k) for small k3’(M).
For prequantum line bundles this result goes by the name of ÔÔquantization commutes
with reductionÕÕ and was conjectured (for regular values of the moment map) by Guillemin
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and Sternberg [18]. Results on the quantization conjecture were obtained in [8, 18, 39] in
the context of Ka‹ hler quantization. In the above formulation the quantization conjecture
was Þrst proved (for regular values) by Guillemin [15], Meinrenken [35] and Vergne [43] in
the abelian case and by Meinrenken [34] in the nonabelian case. A similar result was
obtained by Je⁄rey and Kirwan [22]. For a presymplectic version see Canas et al. [10].
A proof of the quantization conjecture using analytical methods was given (in the regular
case) by Tian and Zhang [42]. See [36] for an application to loop group actions. See [40]
for a survey and further references.
Combined with the shifting trick Theorem 2.9 leads to a complete decomposition of the
virtual character RR(M, ‚) into irreducible characters as follows. Consider a moment
bundle ‚ on M. Identify t* with the subspace of „-Þxed vectors in g*. Recall that every
weight k exponentiates to a character GkPS1, which gives rise to a line bundle
Ek"G]Gk C
on the symplectic manifold Gk. The unique compatible invariant almost complex structure
on Gk is integrable, and by the Borel—Weil—Bott theorem the equivariant Riemann—Roch
number satisÞes
RR(Gk, Ek)"IndGT fk . (2.5)
Here fk is the character of „ deÞned by
fk(exp m)"exp 2nik(m)
and IndG
T
: Rep„PRepG denotes the induction functor, which is deÞned as follows. Let
wxk"w (k#o)!o denote the aƒne action of the Weyl group W, where o is half the sum
of the positive roots. If k3"* then IndG
T
fk is nonzero if and only if there exists a Weyl group
element w with wxk3t*
‘
and in this case
IndG
T
fk"(!1)-%/’5)(w)swxk. (2.6)
Let * denote the involution of t deÞned by *k"k*"!w0k, where w0 is the longest Weyl
group element. Then for dominant k we have by (2.5) and the Ku‹ nneth formula
N(k)"RR(M]Gk*, ‚K]Ek*)G,
where N"N
L
is the multiplicity function of ‚. It is easy to see that ‚K] Ek* is a moment
bundle on the product M]Gk*, so we can use Theorem 2.9 to evaluate the right-hand side.
According to the shifting trick, (M]Gk*)//G:Mk .
DeÞnition 2.10. The shifted quotient bundle on Mk is the orbibundle ‚ 4)*&5k "
(‚K]Ek*)//G.
Observe that ‚ 4)*&5k is not equal to ‚k unless k"0. In fact, the shifted quotient bundle
cannot even be deÞned unless k is integral! If ‚ is a prequantum line bundle, then ‚ 4)*&5k is
a prequantum line bundle on Mk. Theorem 2.9 implies N (k)"RR(Mk, ‚4)*&5k ), so we have
proved the following statement.
COROLLARY 2.11. ‚et ‚ be a moment bundle on the compact Hamiltonian G-orbifold M.
„hen the decomposition of RR(M, ‚) into irreducible characters is given by
RR(M, ‚)" +
k|"*W*
RR(Mk, ‚ 4)*&5k )sk .
In particular, the support of the multiplicity function is contained in the moment polytope *.
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While this formula may be diƒcult to evaluate in practice (unless the quotients are zero-
or two-dimensional), in combination with the index theorem for orbifolds it yields interest-
ing qualitative information about the multiplicity diagram of a moment bundle ‚. A typical
application is the ÔÔquantum versionÕÕ of the Duistermaat—Heckman Theorem. The follow-
ing discussion extends results obtained in [35].
Let M
13*/
be the principal inÞnitesimal orbit type stratum, i.e. the set of all points at
which the stabilizer has minimal dimension. Then ’ has maximal rank on M
13*/
and the
quotients Mk for k3’(M13*/) all have the same dimension, say 2k. Let int* be the relative
interior of the polytope *. The set of generic values of ’ is the set *
’%/
consisting of all
k3int* satisfying ’~1 (k)LM
13*/
. Let
*
’%/
"Z
i
*
i
(2.7)
be its decomposition into connected components. The closure of each component *
i
is
a convex polytope (see e.g. [28]), and ’ : ’~1(*
i
)P*
i
is a locally trivial Þbre bundle. The
Duistermaat—Heckman measure is the measure j
DH
on t* deÞned by
j
DH
(k)"vol(Mk) j (k)
where vol(Mk) denotes the 2k-dimensional symplectic volume of Mk and j the normalized
Lebesgue measure on the aƒne subspace spanned by *. According to the Duister-
maat—Heckman Theorem the density function k> vol(Mk) is continuous on * and is given
by a polynomial on *
i
for every i.
Recall that a function f :$PZ deÞned on a lattice $:Zr is called quasi-polynomial if
there exists a sublattice $@ of Þnite index such that for all c3$ the translates fc"f (c#)):
$@PZ are polynomial functions. The degree of the fc is called the degree of f. If $@ is chosen
as large as possible, the number of elements in $/$@ is the period of f. Consider for instance
the lattice $"Z]"* and the function
f (m, k)"N(m) (k)
where N(m) (k) is deÞned as the multiplicity of k in the character RR(M, ‚m). Replacing u by
mu and ’ by m’ we obtain from Corollary 2.11 expressions for N(m)(k) for all m’0 and
from Theorem 2.7 for m"0. (This does not work for m(0 because then the almost
complex structure on M is not tame with respect to mu.) From KawasakiÕs Riemann—Roch
formula applied to the orbifolds Mk (or MI k for k that are not quasi-regular) we then read o⁄
the following result.
COROLLARY 2.12 (quantum DH). For every moment bundle ‚ on M the function
(m, k)>N(m)(k) is quasi-polynomial on each of the closed cones
C
i
"M(t, tk): t*0 and k3*1
i
N.
Each of these quasi-polynomials has degree)k, where 2k is the dimension of the generic
symplectic quotient, and the degree is equal to k for all i if ‚ is a prequantum bundle. For m*0
the function m>N(m)(0) is a quasi-polynomial, whose period is a divisor of the smallest
positive integer l such that the quotient bundle ‚l//G is a genuine line bundle, i.e. has Þbre equal
to C everywhere.
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The fact that the multiplicities N(m)(k) exhibit quasi-polynomial behaviour even on the
boundary of the cones C
i
may be viewed as a quantum version of the continuity property of
the Duistermaat-Heckman measure at the walls of *.
2.5. Dual moment bundles
Let ‚ be a moment bundle on M. The dual orbibundle ‚~1 is called a dual moment
bundle. Theorem 2.9 fails for dual moment bundles.
Example 2.13 (Vergne; cf. [22]). Let G"SU(2). Then t*
‘
:iR
‘
, "*:2niZ and
"*
‘
:2niN. Under these identiÞcations the positive root a"2o3"*
‘
corresponds to 4ni.
Let M be the projective line CP1 with u equal to twice the standard Ka‹ hler form. The
prequantum bundle on M is ‚"O (2), so that H0(M, ‚~1)"M0N and dimH1 (M, ‚~1)"1.
It follows that G acts trivially on H1 (M, ‚~1) and that RR(M, ‚~1)"RR(M, ‚~1)G"!1.
On the other hand, *"M2oN and so M
0
is empty. Thus RR(M, ‚~1)GORR(M
0
, ‚~1
0
).
It is nevertheless possible to generalize Corollaries 2.11 and 2.12 to dual moment
bundles. As is to be expected, the correct multiplicity formula involves some signs and shifts
by half the sum of the positive roots.
THEOREM 2.14. ‚et ‚ be a moment bundle on the compact Hamiltonian G-orbifold M.
„hen
RR(M, ‚~1)"(!1)$*.* +
k|"*W*/5*
RR(Mk, (‚4)*&5k )~1) IndGTf~k. (2.8)
It follows that the support of the multiplicity function satisÞes
supp N
L~˙
L * (int *!2(o!op))W"*‘ (2.9)
where p is the principal wall of M.
Here IndG
T
is the induction functor deÞned in (2.6); the principal wall of M is the smallest
open wall p of the Weyl chamber such that *Lp6 ; and op denotes half the sum of the
positive roots of the centralizer Gp (so o!op is equal to the orthogonal projection of o onto
p). See Section 6.2 for the proof. Note that in contrast to Theorem 2.9 the summation is only
over the relative interior of the moment polytope. Similar formulas hold of course for all
tensor powers ‚~m. This result may be viewed as a generalization of EhrhartÕs reciprocity
theorem for the number of lattice points in a convex polytope, as we shall see in Section 5.3.
It is not hard to see from (2.9) that for every l3supp N
L~˙
there exist unique w3W and
k3"*
‘
Wint * such that l"wx (!k). In fact, w"w
0
wp and k"!wpw0x l, where wp is
the longest Weyl group element of Gp . (See Lemma 6.9.) Consequently, only the symplectic
quotient at!wpw0x l contributes to the multiplicity at l:
N
L~˙
(l)"RR(M
~wpw0 x l, (‚ 4)*&5~wpw0 x l)~1).
Here are some special cases of (2.9): if * contains strictly dominant points, then p"intt*
‘
and op"0, so suppNL~˙L(* int*!2o)W"*‘. If *"M0N, then suppNL~˙LM0N. If
G"SU(3) and p is the wall spanned by the fundamental weight j
1
, then op"12a2, so
o!op"32j1 and suppNL~˙L(* int*!3j2)W"*‘. Finally, if G is a torus, then supp
N
L~˙
L!int*.
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Example 2.15. For G"SU(2) we have IndG
T
fk"sk for k*0, Ind f~o"0 and
IndG
T
f
~k"!sk~2o for k*2o. If dim*"1, then
RR(M, ‚~1)" +
kw2ok|*/5*
RR(Mk, (‚4)*&5k )~1)sk~2o.
For *"MkN we have RR(M, ‚~1)"0 unless k"0 or k*2o. If k"0, then
RR(M, ‚~1)"!RR(M
0
, (‚ 4)*&5
0
)~1) is a constant character. If k*2o, then
RR(M, ‚~1)"!RR(Mk, (‚4)*&5k )~1)sk~2o .
In Example 2.13 k"2o, *"M2oN, Mk is a point, and sk~2o"s0 is the trivial one-
dimensional character, so RR(M, ‚~1)"!1.
3. SINGULAR SYMPLECTIC QUOTIENTS
In Section 3.1 we review the local normal form theorem of [41] for quotients of
Hamiltonian actions on manifolds and generalize it to actions on orbifolds. We also
investigate how orbibundles descend to orbibundles on the quotients and, in easy cases,
how nearby quotients are related to one another. Our treatment di⁄ers from [41] in that we
work with the stratiÞcation of M by inÞnitesimal orbit type (which leads to a stratiÞcation
of the symplectic quotient Mk into orbifolds) rather than by orbit type (which results in
a stratiÞcation of Mk into manifolds). This is more natural from our point of view, because
at generic levels of the moment map the symplectic quotient is usually an orbifold, even if
the original space is smooth. Moreover, it is impossible to remove orbifold singularities by
the desingularization process discussed in the next section. In Section 3.4 we apply some of
our results to Delzant spaces.
3.1. Local normal form near a stratum
3.1.1. Stratifying the level set. For every Lie subalgebra h of g let (h) denote the conjugacy
class of h. The stratum of inÞnitesimal orbit type (h) is the subset of the Hamiltonian
G-orbifold M deÞned by
M
(h)
"Mm3M: g
m
is G-conjugate to hN.
The connected components of M
(h)
are suborbifolds, and the set of conjugacy classes (h) for
which M
(h)
is nonempty is locally Þnite. There is a unique conjugacy class (h) with the
property that h is subconjugate to every other stabilizer subalgebra. The corresponding
stratum is denoted by M
13*/
and is called the principal inÞnitesimal orbit type stratum. It is
open, dense and connected, and it is precisely the set of points where the moment map has
maximal rank.
Let Z denote the G-invariant subset
Z"’~1(0)
of M. By partitioning Z into sets where the dimension of the stabilizer is constant and then
partitioning further into connected components we obtain a collection MZa: a3AN of locally
closed subsets. We deÞne a partial order ^ on the indexing set A by putting a^ b if and
only if Za-ZM b . The decomposition
Z"Z
a|A
Za
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is called the inÞnitesimal orbit type stratiÞcation of Z. Every Za arises as a connected
component of some intersection ZWM
(h)
for some subalgebra h of g. We denote by (ga) the
conjugacy class of stabilizer subalgebras corresponding to the stratum Za , and by
(Ga)"(exp ga) the corresponding class of connected subgroups. If a^b, then gb is conjugate
to a subalgebra of ga .
As we shall see, each Za is a suborbifold of M and the null-foliation of the restriction of
u to Za is given by the G-orbits. Thus the symplectic quotient X"M0"Z/G inherits
a decomposition
X"Z
a|A
Xa
whose pieces are symplectic orbifolds. It is shown in [41] that X has a unique open, dense
and connected piece (even when Z does not intersect M
13*/
). If 0 is a quasi-regular value (see
DeÞnition 2.1), then Z"Za for some a, so X is a symplectic orbifold.
We now construct orbibundle charts for the quotient mapping n : ZaPXa . Let z3Za
and put x"n (z). The orbit Gz is isotropic because ’(z)"0. The symplectic slice at z is the
Þbre at z of the symplectic normal bundle to Gz. This is the symplectic vector orbispace»/!,
where ! is the orbifold structure group of M at z and
»"„I
z
(Gz)u/„I
z
(Gz).
Here the superscript u stands for symplectic orthogonal complement, and „I
z
(Gz) is the
uniformized tangent space of the orbit Gz, that is the tangent space of /~1(Gz) at zJ in an
orbifold chart /: ”I P” around z with / (zJ )"z. Let us choose a G-invariant almost
complex structure on M. This induces a Hermitian structure on ». The stabilizer H"G
z
does not necessarily act on », but the extension HK of H by ! determined by the following
commutative diagram with exact rows does:
The bottom row is the deÞnition of the ÔÔunitary groupÕÕ ”(»/!). Here q denotes the unitary
representation of ! on » and ”] (» ) is the group of all /3” (») such that there exists
a group isomorphism f : !P! (depending on /) satisfying / (q(c)v)"q ( f (c))/ (v) for all
c3! and v3». (As we do not assume ! to act e⁄ectively on », q need not be injective.)
Clearly,”] (») is a closed subgroup of the normalizer of q(!) inside ” (» ). The action of H] on
» is Hamiltonian with moment map ’
V
:»Phö * given by S’
V
(v), mT"1
2
u (m ) v, v). Com-
posing ’
V
with the natural isomorphism hö *Ph* we obtain a !-invariant map, which
descends to a moment map ’
V@! for the H-action on »/!. Let F (H, »/!)"G]H (h0]»/!)
be the symplectic orbifold deÞned in (A.1). (See Appendix A.) The following result is
a consequence of Theorem A.1 and the isotropic embedding theorem.
THEOREM 3.1 (Symplectic slices, [29]). Assume that ’(z)"0. A G-invariant neighbour-
hood of z in M is isomorphic as a Hamiltonian G-orbifold to a neighbourhood of the zero
section in F (H, »/!). „he moment map on F (H, »/!) is given by [g, b, !v]>
g(b#’
V@!(!v)).
Let the identity components of H and H] be H0, resp. H] 0, and let their component
groups be n
0
(H), resp. n
0
(HK ). Put ¶"!WHK 0. The diagram in Fig. 1, which is commutative
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Fig. 1. Stabilizers and orbifold structure groups.
and has exact rows and columns, summarizes the relationships among these groups. Each of
them depends on the point z3Z. DeÞne the vector space … by the orthogonal splitting
»"»HK Ò=…. (3.2)
Both summands carry a natural unitary representation of H] .
LEMMA 3.2. „he origin is a weakly regular value of ’ if and only if …"0 at all points in
the Þbre Z"’~1(0). It is a quasi-regular value if and only if ’~1
W
(0)"0 at all points in Z.
Proof. Consider a point z in ZaLZ. Computing in the model given by Theorem 3.1 we
Þnd
Z"G]H’~1
V@!(0)LG]H (»/!) (3.3)
Za"G]H(»H
K
Ò/!) (3.4)
ker d’
z
"„I
z
(Gz)u/!"(„I
z
(Gz)=»)/!. (3.5)
Note that »HK Ò/! is contained in the zero level set of ’
V@! . Weak regularity means that Z is
a suborbifold of M and that for all z the tangent orbispace „
z
Z is equal to the vector
orbispace ker d’
z
. By (3.3) and (3.5), this is equivalent to Z being an open suborbifold of
G]H (»/!), which is equivalent to ’~1
V@!(0)"»/!. That is to say ’V"0, which means that
H] 0 acts trivially on », i.e. …"0.
Quasi-regularity means that Z"Za . By (3.3) and (3.4), this is equivalent to
’~1
V
(0)"»HK Ò, in other words ’~1
W
(0)"0. K
It follows from (3.4) that the quotient Xa"Za/G is isomorphic near x to the symplectic
vector orbispace »HK Ò/H] "»HK Ò/n
0
(H] ). We conclude that Xa is a symplectic orbifold whose
structure group at x is n
0
(H] ) and that an orbibundle chart for the map ZaPXa is given by
Here the horizontal arrows on the left are quotient maps under the action of n
0
(HK ) and the
horizontal arrows on the right represent germs of equivariant embeddings at z (in the top
row) and at x (in the bottom row). The Þbre at z is the orbit G/H and the general Þbre
is G/H0.
3.1.2. Neighbourhood of a stratum. To write a normal form for a neighbourhood of
a stratum Za we examine the symplectic normal bundle Na of Za in M. This is the
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G-equivariant Hermitian vector orbibundle over Za whose Þbre at z3Za is the vector
orbispace …/!, where … is the Hermitian vector space deÞned by (3.2). From the
symplectic slice theorem we obtain a G-equivariant orbibundle chart
where again the leftmost horizontal maps are quotient maps under n
0
(HK ) and the rightmost
horizontal maps are germs of equivariant embeddings. The Þbre of Na over z is …/! and the
Þbre of the vertical map on the left is …/¶ at every point. (Note that (3.7) is not a vector
orbibundle chart, as …/¶ is not a vector space.) Despite the fact that ¶ depends on the
point z3Za , the vector orbispace …/¶ does not. To see this, observe that the spaces
G]HK Ò…:G]HK 0 (…/¶) are all the same because the inÞnitesimal representation of hö :h
on … does not depend on z3Za .
Now Þx a point za in the orbifold Za , say a smooth point. We shall decorate with
a subscript a each of the above groups and vector spaces evaluated at the basepoint za. Thus
Ha"Gza , !a is the orbifold structure group of M at za , »a/!a is the symplectic slice at za ,¶a"!aWH] 0a , etc. Then the conjugacy class of connected subgroups associated to the
stratum Za is (Ga)"(H0a ). Moreover, the general Þbres of the maps NaPZa and ZaPXa
are …a/¶a , resp. G/Ga . The composition of these maps is an orbifold Þbration over Xa . We
can easily compute the Þbres and Þnd orbibundle charts by stacking diagram (3.7) on top of
diagram (3.6). The Þbre at z is the associated orbibundle G]H (…/!) and the general Þbre is
G]HÒ (…/¶):G]Ga(…a/¶a).
We can now build a standard model Ma for M near Za as follows. First we construct
a principal orbibundle Pa over Za and then deÞne Ma as an associated orbibundle. For z3Za
let Pa,z be the set of all smooth maps from G]Ga(…a/¶a) to G]H (…/!) that factor through
G-equivariant Hermitian vector orbibundle isomorphisms from G]Ga(…a/¶a) to
G]HÒ(…/¶). In other words,
Pa,z"Iso(G]Ga (…a/¶a), G]HÒ (…/¶))G/n0(HK ),
where Iso stands for Hermitian vector orbibundle isomorphisms (di⁄eomorphisms from
one space to the other that map Þbres complex-linearly and isometrically to Þbres). By
Lemma A.3, Pa,z is a homogeneous space under the group K (Ga , …a)"NG]K (Ga)/Ga
deÞned in (A.3). (Here we take K to be the unitary group ” (…a/¶a), which acts on …a/¶a in
a Hamiltonian fashion.) We claim that Pa"†z|Za Pa,z is a principal orbibundle over
Xa with structure group Ka"K(Ga , …a). Indeed, a Ka-orbibundle chart around x"n(z) is
given by
where
X"Iso(G]Ga(…a/¶a), G]HÒ(…/¶))G]nÒ(H
K )»HK Ò
XK "Iso(G]Ga(…a/¶a), G]HÒ(…/¶))G]»H
K
Ò.
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By construction Za is the associated orbibundle Pa]K
a(G/Ga). Choose a principal connec-
tion on Pa and let Fa be the Hamiltonian G]Ka-orbifold F(Ga, …a/¶a)"G]Ga(g0a]…a/¶a)
deÞned in (A.1). Our standard model is the associated orbibundle
Ma"Pa]KaFa:Pa]Ka(G]Ga(g0a]…a/¶a)). (3.9)
By Theorem A.1 the minimal coupling form is a closed two-form on Ma and is nondegener-
ate in a neighbourhood of ZaLMa . By construction the symplectic normal bundle of Za in
Ma is isomorphic to Na . The constant rank embedding theorem implies the following result.
THEOREM 3.3 (cf. Sjamaar and Lerman [41]). „here exist a G-invariant open neighbour-
hood ”a of Za in Ma and an isomorphism of Hamiltonian G-orbifolds ”aPM onto a neigh-
bourhood of Za in M.
3.1.3. Transverse structure of the singularities. Taking symplectic quotients and identifying
Fa//G with (…a/¶a)//Ga as in Example A.2 we obtain a local model for the quotient X near its
stratum Xa:
Ma//G:Pa]Ka(Fa//G):Pa]Ka (…a/¶a)//Ga (3.10)
which Þbres over the stratum Xa"Pa/Ka with general Þbre (…a/¶a) //Ga . It is instructive to
do this calculation directly by exhibiting Z (locally near Za) as a bundle over Za . Consider
the suborbibundle Sa of Ma deÞned by
Sa"Pa]Ka„* (G/Ga):Pa]Ka (G]Gag0a ). (3.11)
This space has the following properties: SaW”a is symplectic, Za is coisotropic in Sa , and in
fact 0 is a regular value of ’D
Sa
and Za is its zero Þbre. Furthermore, the standard model
Ma is a symplectic vector orbibundle over Sa with general Þbre …a/¶a , and the projection
MaPSa maps Z onto Za. In other words, the following diagram commutes:
Upon dividing out the left-hand column by the action of G we obtain the Þbration
Ma//GPXa of (3.10).
THEOREM 3.4 (cf. Sjamaar and Lerman [41]). A neighbourhood of Xa in X is modelled by
a neighbourhood of Xa in the Þbre bundle
Pa]Ka (…a/¶a)//Ga"Xa ,
whose general Þbre is the symplectic cone (…a/¶a)//Ga .
The scalar S1-action on …a , which is generated by the function w>!12EwE2, induces
a Hamiltonian S1-action on the symplectic cone (…a/¶a)//Ga . The base of the cone is the
level set at level 1, which is called the link of the stratum:
((’~1
Wa
(0)WS2ra~1)/¶a)/Ga
where 2ra"dim …a and S2ra~1 is the unit sphere in …a . The symplectic quotient at level 1 is
the symplectic link (P (…a)/¶a)//Ga . The quotient map from the link to the symplectic link is
a principal S1-orbibundle. Thus a singular symplectic quotient is locally an iterated cone,
where the base of each cone is an S1-orbibundle over a symplectic quotient of lower depth.
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3.2. Symplectic cross-sections
Results similar to Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 hold at arbitrary levels of the moment map. One
way to see this is to invoke the shifting trick. A better way is to appeal to Guillemin and
SternbergÕs symplectic cross-section theorem. The version we shall discuss is borrowed from
[20, 28].
Recall that every coadjoint orbit Gk of G intersects the positive Weyl chamber t*
‘
in
exactly one point, which we denote by q (k). Then q is a continuous quotient mapping for the
coadjoint action,
q : g*Pt*
‘
&g*/G. (3.13)
Let A be the identity component of the centre of G and [G, G] the commutator subgroup or
semisimple part. Then the intersection of A and [G, G] is Þnite and G"A[G, G]. Let
g"a = [g, g] be the corresponding decomposition of the Lie algebra. All points in an open
wall p of the positive Weyl chamber have the same centralizer Gp . The group Gp is
connected and the stratum in g* of orbit type Gp is the saturation Gp"q~1(p) of p. We
deÞne a partial order ^ on the open walls by putting q^p if q is contained in the closure of
p. If q^p then Gp is a subgroup of Gq , and if p is the top-dimensional open wall int t*‘, then
Gp is the maximal torus „. Therefore „LGp for all p. We can write Gp"Ap[Gp , Gp],
where Ap is the identity component of the centre of Gp . Let gp"ap = [gp, gp] be the
corresponding Gp-invariant splitting of the Lie algebra. We shall identify g*p with the
subspace of g* centralized by Ap and a*p with the subspace of g* centralized by Gp . Then
g* is an Ap-invariant direct sum g*"a*p = [gp , gp]*= g0p . The summand a*p is equal to the
linear span of the wall p. DeÞne
Sp"Gp ) star p (3.14)
where star p is the open star Z
r¤p q of p. Then Sp is a Gp-invariant open neighbourhood of
p in g*p and it is in fact a slice for the coadjoint action at all points of p. For example,
if p"a* then Sp"g*, and if p"int t*‘ then Sp"p. The symplectic cross-section of
M over p is the subset
‰p"’~1(Sp).
Note that ’(‰p)Lg*p . Let Mp denote the G-invariant open subset G‰p of M.
THEOREM 3.5 (symplectic cross-sections). For every open wall p of t*
‘
the symplectic
cross-section ‰p is a connected Gp-invariant symplectic suborbifold of M. „he action map
G]‰pPM induces a di⁄eomorphism G]Gp‰pPMp . If ‰p is nonempty, then its saturation
Mp is open and dense in M. „he Gp-action on ‰p is Hamiltonian with moment map ’DYp . For all
k3Sp the inclusion map ’~1 (k) ‰p induces a symplectomorphism Mk:(‰p)k .
The principal wall for M is the minimal open wall p of the Weyl chamber such that
*LpN . The cross-section ‰p over it is the principal cross-section. The action of [Gp, Gp] on
the principal cross-section is trivial, so that it is in e⁄ect a Hamiltonian Ap-space.
Consider the symplectic manifold „*G:G]g* on which G acts by left multiplication.
The moment map is projection on the second factor and so the cross-section over p is the
G]Gp-manifold G]Sp . Theorem 3.5 tells us that G]Sp is a symplectic submanifold of
„*G. (The symplectic structure can also be produced by minimal coupling.) It is the
universal p-cross-section in the sense that the cross-section over p of the Hamiltonian
G-orbifold M is isomorphic in a natural way to the symplectic quotient
‰p:(M](G]Sp)~)//G
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where the superscript ÔÔ—ÕÕ means that we replace the symplectic form with its opposite.
Furthermore, the bundle G]Gp‰p is di⁄eomorpic to (G]Sp]‰p)//Gp and so acquires
a symplectic form. Theorem 3.5 can now be supplemented as follows.
ADDENDUM 3.6. For all p the open embedding G]Gp‰pPG‰pLM is symplectic.
Now let k be an arbitrary point in t*
‘
. How to stratify the Þbre ’~1(k)? First assume
that k is Þxed under the coadjoint action. This case can be reduced to the case k"0 by
replacing ’ by the equivariant moment map ’!k. Now consider an arbitrary point k and
let p be the open face of the positive Weyl chamber containing k. Observe that ’~1(k)L‰p
and that Gp Þxes k. By the results of the previous section the intersections of ’~1(k) with
inÞnitesimal Gp-orbit type strata in ‰p are orbifolds and their quotients by Gp are symplec-
tic orbifolds. (We can also stratify the G-invariant subset ’~1(Gk) into orbifolds by ßowing
out the strata of ’~1(k) by the G-action.) Therefore, the symplectic quotient Mk"(‰p)k has
a natural decomposition into symplectic orbifolds and structure theorems analogous to
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 hold.
3.3. Orbibundles and nearby quotients
We give some applications of Theorem 3.3, namely to quotients of line orbibundles and
to the variation of symplectic quotients. We also discuss a property of moment and rigid
bundles.
Let ‚ be a G-equivariant line orbibundle on M and let z be a point in Z"’~1(0). Let
! be the structure group of z and let /: ”I P” be an orbifold chart around z, where ”I is
a !-invariant ball about the origin in „I
z
M and / (0)"z. Let ‚I be a line bundle on ”I such
that ‚ D
U
"‚I /!. We may assume that ” is invariant under the action of the stabilizer
H"G
z
. As in (3.1) the action of H lifts to actions of groups HK on ”I and HK L on ‚I . The
extensions HK and HK L are not necessarily isomorphic (unless ! acts e⁄ectively), but the
natural homomorphism b : HK LPHK restricts to a covering homomorphism (HK L)0PHK 0, so
that we may identify the Lie algebras hö L, hö and h.
LEMMA 3.7. „he line orbibundle ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at z if and only if
‚I has an h-invariant section that does not vanish at 0. If either of these conditions holds, then
‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial in a neighbourhood of z.
Proof. If ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at z (see DeÞnition 2.2), then H0 acts
trivially on ‚
z
, so that (HK L)0 acts trivially on ‚I
0
. We can then produce an h-invariant
section sJ of ‚I that does not vanish at 0 by starting with an arbitrary section s such that
s(0)O0 and averaging:
sJ (y)"P (HK L)0 gs((bg)~1y) dg.
Conversely, if ‚I has an h-invariant section that does not vanish at 0, then (HK L)0 acts trivially
on the Þbre ‚I
0
. It follows that H0 acts trivially on ‚
z
.
By the same token, if ‚I has an h-invariant section that does not vanish at 0, then for all
v near 0 the identity component of b~1(HK 0
v
) acts trivially on the Þbre ‚I
v
. This implies that
G0
y
acts trivially on ‚
y
for all y near z. K
Now assume that ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at all points of Z. We want to
construct orbibundle charts for the quotient ‚
0
"(‚ D
Z
)/G. Let »/! be the symplectic slice at
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z3Z and let ’
V
be the moment map for the HK -action on ». By the symplectic slice theorem
we can identify a neighbourhood of z in Z with a neighbourhood of 0 in ’~1
V@!(0), and
a neighbourhood of x"n (z) in M
0
"Z/G with a neighbourhood of the apex of the
symplectic cone (»/!)//H. Let E be the restriction of ‚ to ’~1
V@!(0) (with respect to the chosen
embedding); then near x the quotient ‚
0
can be identiÞed with the quotient E/H. Choose
a nowhere vanishing h-invariant section s of ‚I over ”I . Then s induces a nowhere vanishing
section of the induced map EI /(HK L)0P’~1
V
(0)/HK 0, where EI is the restriction of ‚I to ’~1
V
(0).
In other words, EI /(HK L)0 is a trivial complex line bundle over the space ’~1
V
(0)/HK 0.
Dividing out by the action of n
0
(HK ) on ’~1
V
(0)/HK 0 and by n
0
(HK L) on EI /(HK L)0 we obtain
a commutative diagram
where the horizontal maps on the right denote germs of embeddings. If 0 is a quasi-regular
value, then ’~1
V
(0)/HK 0 is a symplectic manifold and (3.15) shows that ‚
0
is a line orbibundle
on the symplectic orbifold M
0
. If 0 is not quasi-regular, we consider an atlas on
‚
0
consisting of diagrams as in (3.15) to be the deÞnition of an orbibundle on the singular
quotient M
0
. Because of the symplectic cross-section theorem these observations generalize
immediately to arbitrary values of the moment map.
PROPOSITION 3.8. ‚et k be an arbitrary value of ’. If ‚ is a line orbibundle on M that is
almost equivariantly locally trivial at level k, then the quotient ‚l is a line orbibundle on Ml
for all l in a neighbourhood of k.
Henceforth assume that k is a quasi-regular value, so that the level set ’~1(k) consists of
one single stratum and Mk"’~1(k)/G is an orbifold. Assume also for the moment that
k"0. Then Z"Za for some a3A, so for all l suƒciently close to 0 the Þbre ’~1(l) is
contained in the standard neighbourhood ”a of Theorem 3.3. We conclude that the
quotient Ml is symplectomorphic to the associated orbibundle Pa]Ka(Fa)l , whose general
Þbre is the (possibly singular) quotient (Fa)l . Furthermore, if ‚ is a G-equivariant line
orbibundle on M, then the restriction of ‚ to ”a is equivariantly isomorphic to the pullback
of ‚ D
Z
to ”a , because ”a retracts equivariantly onto Z. Consequently, if ‚ is almost
equivariantly locally trivial at level 0, the orbibundle ‚l is isomorphic to the pullback of the
orbibundle ‚
0
along the map MlPM0 . These statements are true at all quasi-regular
values of the moment map.
PROPOSITION 3.9. ‚et k be a quasi-regular value of ’. For all l3g* suƒciently close to
k there is a symplectic Þbre orbibundle MlPMk whose general Þbre is the symplectic quotient
(Fa)l, where a indicates the inÞnitesimal orbit type of the single stratum intersecting ’~1(k). If
l is also a quasi-regular value, then the Þbre (Fa)l is an orbifold. If ‚ is a line orbibundle on
M which is almost equivariantly locally trivial at level k, then the line orbibundle ‚l is
isomorphic to the pullback of the line orbibundle ‚k via the map MlPMk .
We conclude this section with two facts that were referred to in Section 2.1.
PROPOSITION 3.10. …eakly regular values of ’ are quasi-regular.
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It is easy to see that the converse of this statement is false. For instance, if M is the
complex line with the standard symplectic form and the standard circle action, which is
generated by the Hamiltonian function z>!1
2
Dz D2, then 0 is a quasi-regular, but not
weakly regular, value.
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 3.2 for those values of ’ that are G-Þxed. The general case
now follows from the symplectic cross-section theorem. K
LEMMA 3.11. Assume that the Hamiltonian G-orbifold M is compact.
1. If the orbibundle ‚ is rigid, then it is almost equivariantly locally trivial everywhere.
2. Assume that ‚ is a moment bundle. For m in M let p
m
3g*
m
denote the character deÞning
the (G
m
)0-action on ‚
m
. „hen p
m
is equal to the projection of ’(m)3g* onto g*
m
. Hence
‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at level 0.
3. If ‚ is a moment bundle, then for all m3M the action of the identity component of
G
m
W[G, G’(m)] on ‚m is trivial.
Proof. Let m be an arbitrary point in M. Let H be a maximal torus of (G
m
)0 contained in
the maximal torus „ of G.
To prove 1 it suƒces to show that H acts trivially on ‚
m
. Let F be the connected
component of MH that contains m. Then the orbiweight of the H-action on ‚
m{
is the same
for all m@ in F, so it suƒces to show that H acts trivially on ‚
m{
for some m@ in F. Now F is
a closed, and hence compact,„-invariant symplectic suborbifold of M, so the Þxed-point set
FT is nonempty. Let m@3FT; then, because ‚ is rigid, „ acts trivially on ‚
m{
, and a fortiori so
does H.
For the proof of 2 let ı
m
denote the inclusion of g
m
into g. Note that ı*
m
’(m) is a character
of g
m
, so it suƒces to prove that Sı*
m
’(m), mT"p
m
(m) for all m in the Lie algebra of H. Take
m@3FT as above. Since S’, mT is constant on F, Sı*
m
’(m), mT"S’ (m), mT"S’(m@), mT"
p
m{
(m)"p
m
(m), where the third equality follows from the deÞnition of a moment bundle.
Finally, 3 follows from 2 and the fact that S’ (m), [m, g]T"0 for all m3g and
g3g’(m) . K
3.4. Delzant spaces I
Delzant spaces are the symplectic counterparts of projective toric varieties. They
provide an example of the theory expounded above and play a role in multiple symplectic
cutting, which will be discussed in Section 5.2. See Sections 4.4 and 5.3 for further results on
Delzant spaces. A Delzant space is a multiplicity-free connected Hamiltonian H-space,
where H is a torus. (Recall that a Hamiltonian H-space is multiplicity-free if each of its
symplectic quotients is either a point or empty. By a space we mean for the present purposes
an orbifold or a stratiÞed space that arises as a symplectic quotient of an orbifold.) Delzant
[11] proved that multiplicity-free Hamiltonian H-manifolds are completely characterized
by their moment polytopes and showed how to reconstruct such a manifold from its
polytope. His results were extended to orbifolds by Lerman and Tolman [29]. We shall
adapt their construction to polyhedra that are not necessarily simple or compact to obtain
a larger class of spaces, although in this more general setting it is not known if the (labelled)
polyhedron determines the space. Our version of the construction is based on symplectic
cutting.
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3.4.1. Symplectic cutting. Suppose that S1 acts on M in a Hamiltonian fashion with
moment map t: MPR and that the S1-action commutes with the G-action. Consider the
diagonal action of S1 on the product M]C, which has moment map tI (m, z)"
t(m)!1
2
Dz D2. Here C is the complex line equipped with the standard cirle action and the
standard symplectic structure. In [27] Lerman deÞnes the symplectic cut as the symplectic
quotient at level 0,
M
w0
"(M]C)//S1.
Let M
;0
be the set of points m3M with t(m)’0 and deÞne b : M
;0
PM]C by
b (m)"(m, J2t(m)). (3.16)
The zero level set of t3 is the disjoint union of t~1 (0)]M0N and the image of the map
M
;0
]S1PM]C sending the pair (m, e*h) to e*h )b (m). This implies that as a set M
w0
is the
disjoint union of a copy of M
;0
and a copy of the reduced space M
0
"t~1 (0)/S1. It implies
also that if 0 is a regular value of t, then it is a regular value of t3 .
PROPOSITION 3.12 (Lerman [27]). „he canonical embeddings
ı
0
: M
0
)M
w0
, ı
;0
: M
;0
)M
w0
(3.17)
are symplectic embeddings. If 0 is a regular value of t, then M
w0
is a symplectic orbifold. „he
lifted G-action g (m, z)"(gm, z) on M]C induces a Hamiltonian G-action on M
w0
, whose
moment map is the map ’
w0
induced by the S1-invariant map (m, e*h)>’(m). In particular,
the original S1-action on M induces a Hamiltonian S1-action on M
w0
. „he image of its
moment map t
w0
is t (M)WR
w0
.
Performing these constructions using M]C~ instead of M]C (where C~ is the
complex line endowed with the standard circle action but the opposite of the standard
symplectic form), and the moment map t (m)#1
2
Dz D2 instead of t3 , we obtain the opposite
cut space M
x0
, which is a Hamiltonian S1-space whose moment map t
x0
has image
t(M)WR
x0
.
Now let ‚ be a G]S1-equivariant line orbibundle on M. Assume that ‚ is almost
equivariantly locally trivial at level 0 with respect to the S1-action. The cut bundle is the
G-equivariant orbibundle on the stratiÞed symplectic space M
w0
deÞned by
‚
w0
"(pr*
M
‚)//S1.
where pr
M
: M]CPM is the projection onto the Þrst factor. There are canonical isomor-
phisms (see [34])
ı*
0
‚
w0
:‚
0
, ı*
;0
‚
w0
:‚ D
M;0
. (3.18)
In a similar vein we can deÞne a cut bundle ‚
x0
on the opposite cut space M
x0
.
From (3.17) and (3.18) we see that cutting is a local operation in the following sense.
Suppose that the circle action is deÞned only on a G-invariant open neighbourhood ” of Z,
where Z is a closed suborbifold of M of codimension one such that M!Z consists of two
connected components, and that the action on ” is generated by a G-invariant Hamiltonian
function t with t~1(0)"Z. The data (”, Z, t) are called the cutting data. The cut ”
w0
is
well-deÞned and, letting M
;0
be the component of M!Z containing ”
;0
, we can
construct a global symplectic cut
M
w0
"M
;0
‹
U;0
”
w0
(3.19)
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by pasting M
;0
to ”
w0
along the open symplectic embeddings ”
;0
)M
;0
and ı
w0
:
”
;0
)”
w0
. The resulting orbifold depends only on M
;0
, Z, and the germs at Z of the set
” and the function t. The opposite cut M
x0
and the cut bundles ‚
w0
and ‚
x0
are deÞned
likewise.
3.4.2. Cutting the cotangent bundle. Let H be a k-dimensional torus and let ""ker exp be
its integral lattice. A label is an ordered pair consisting of a nonzero lattice vector and an
arbitrary real number. Let S be a set of labels,
S"M(v
1
, r
1
), (v
2
, r
2
), 2 , (vn , rn)N.
The polyhedronP associated toS is the subset of h* consisting of all points k satisfying the
inequalities
Sk, v
i
T*r
i
for i"1, 2,2 , n.
The pair (S,P) is called a labelled polyhedron. Clearly P is a convex polyhedron. It is not
necessarily compact or nonempty, but it has Þnitely many faces. For every collection of
labelling vectors v
1
,2, vn there is a nonempty open set of parameters (r1, 2 , rn) such that
the associated polyhedron is nonempty and k-dimensional. If the r
i
are rational, then P is
rational.
Now let A : RnPh be the linear map sending the i-th standard basis vector e
i
in Rn to the
i-th labelling vector v
i
. Since A maps the standard lattice Zn to ", it exponentiates to
a homomorphism AM : „nPH, where „n is the torus Rn/Zn. The left H-action on the
cotangent bundle „*H:H]h* is Hamiltonian with moment map prh*. Via the homomor-
phism AM , „n also acts on „*H in a Hamiltonian fashion. Then „*H inherits a „n-moment
map from H, which we translate by the vector r"(r
1
,2 , rn)3(Rn)* to obtain the moment
map t
r
: „*HP(Rn)* given by
t
r
"A* ¡prh*!r. (3.20)
Here A* : h*P(Rn)* is the transpose map of A. The moment map for the i-th circle in „n
sends (h, g) to (A*g)
i
!r
i
, where h3H, g3h*
~1
and (A*g)
i
is the i-th coordinate of the vector
A*g3(Rn)*. Recall that the moment map for the standard „n-action on Cn is given by
/(z)"!1
2
( Dz
1
D2, 2 , Dzn D2).
DeÞnition 3.13. The Delzant space DS labelled by S is the symplectic quotient at level
0 of the product „*H]Cn with respect to the diagonal „n-action and the moment map
t3
r
(h, g, z)"t
r
(h, g)#/(z). (3.21)
Alternatively, DS can be thought of as the stratiÞed symplectic space obtained by
performing successive symplectic cuts on „*H with respect to each of the n circles in „n .
Since the H-action on „*H commutes with the „n-action, DS is a Hamiltonian H-space
with moment map (S: DSPh* induced by prh* . Because „*H is multiplicity-free (with
respect to the H-action), DS is multiplicity-free as well. Because the H-moment map on
„*H is surjective, the image of (S is precisely the polyhedron P.
Features of the labelled polyhedron are reßected in features of the associated Delzant
space in an interesting way. Consider for instance an arbitrary open face F of P. There
are two sets of labels naturally associated with F, namely the set SF of all labels in
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S corresponding to hyperplanes containing F, and the set S DF of all labels giving the
equations and inequalities for FM . In other words,
SF"M(vi, ri)3S: the hyperplane S), viT"ri contains FN
S DF"SXM(!vi ,!ri): (vi , ri)3SFN. (3.22)
(We write an equation as a pair of inequalities to present FM as an intersection of
half-spaces.) Let hFLh be the subspace of h annihilating the tangent space toF, that is the
linear span of all v
i
such that (v
i
, r
i
)3SF , and let HF"exp hF be the corresponding
subtorus. It is not hard to see that the preimage ofF under (S is a connected component of
the stratum of orbit type HF . Furthermore, there is a natural identiÞcation of the preimage
of FM with the Delzant space associated to the set of labels S DF . The result of these
observations is as follows.
PROPOSITION 3.14. „he stabilizer of every point in DS is connected and the decomposition
P"ZF^P of P into open faces F gives rise to the decomposition of DS into H-orbit type
strata:
DS" Z
F^P
(~1S (F). (3.23)
„he stratum (~1S (F ) is an H/HF-bundle over F. Its closure is the Delzant space DS DF .
Its dimension is 2dimF and the dimension of DS is 2 dimP. „he H-Þxed points in DS are
the preimages of the vertices of P. If P is k-dimensional, the H-action is free on (~1S
(intP ). K
The following statements are obvious from the construction.
PROPOSITION 3.15. For tO0 let tS be the set of labels M(v
1
, tr
1
), 2 , (vn , trn)N. „he
polyhedron associated to tS is the dilated polyhedron tP, and D
tS
is symplectomorphic to
DS equipped with t times its original symplectic form.
If r"0, thenP is a cone with apex at the origin, DS is a symplectic cone, and the moment
map (S is homogeneous of degree one.
When is DS nonsingular? To determine the orbifold stratiÞcation of DS , regarded as
a symplectic quotient of the manifold H]h*]Cn by „n, we must calculate the stabilizers of
the points in t3 ~1
r
(0) with respect to the „n-action, where t3
r
is as in (3.21). Let K be the
kernel of AM , so that we have an exact sequence
K)„n AM&" H.
Note that AM is not necessarily surjective and that K is not necessarily connected. The
stabilizer of (h, g, z)3H]h*]Cn is KW„n
z
, where „n
z
is the stabilizer of z3Cn under the
„n-action. Consider an open face F of P and a point (h, g, z)3t3 ~1
r
(0) such that g3F, in
other words the image under (S of the orbit „n ) (h, g, z)3DS is contained in F. Then it is
easy to check that „n
z
is the torus „nF generated by the span of all vectors ei3Rn such that
the label (v
i
, r
i
) is in SF , where SF is as in (3.22). The homomorphism AM restricts to
a surjective map AM F: „nFPHF , and the stabilizer of (h, g, z) is exactly the kernel KF . These
groups form an exact sequence
KF)„nF A
M F
{ HF,
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where again KF"KW„nF is not necessarily connected. The dimension of „nF is the number
of labels l in the set SF . The dimension of KF is the excess eS (F)"l!codimF of the
open face F. The excess function of (S,P) is the step function
eS" +
F^P
eS (F) 1F
where 1F denotes the indicator function of F. Evidently, eS is upper semicontinuous on
P and for all p the set e~1S (p) of constant excess p is a union of open faces. If P is
k-dimensional, then eS vanishes on the interior ofP. Now let MPa: a3AN be the collection of
all connected components of all sets e~1S (p), where p ranges over N. This decomposition of
P is called the excess decomposition of P. We have proved the Þrst part of the following
result.
PROPOSITION 3.16. 1. „he inÞnitesimal „n-orbit type stratiÞcation of the space DS is
induced by the excess decomposition P"Z
a
Pa:
DS"Z
a
DS,a (3.24)
where DS,a"(~1S (Pa). „he connected subgroup of „n corresponding to the stratum DS,a is
the identity component of KF, whereF is any of the faces inPa. „he structure group of a point
p in the orbifold DS,a is the component group of KF , where FLPa is the face containing
(S(p).
2. „he subsets Pa and PM a of P, which are the images under (S of respectively DS,a and
DM S,a , are convex. In fact, PM a is the closure of a single face of P.
3. Assume that the excess function eS is constant on P. „hen for every open face F of
P the Delzant space DS DF associated to the labelled polyhedron (S DF , FM ) is an orbifold. In
particular, DS itself is an orbifold.
4. Assume that eS is constant on P and that for every open face F the vectors in
SF generate the weight lattice "WhF of HF . „hen the Delzant spaces DS DF are manifolds. In
particular, DS itself is a manifold.
5. For all a the following statements are equivalent:
(a) Pa is closed;
(b) DS,a is closed;
(c) if F
1
and F
2
are open faces of P such that F
1
^Pa and F2WPM aO0 but F2 /^Pa ,
then eS(F2
)(eS (F1);
(d) the excess function eS DF of the set of labels S DF is constant, where F is the open
face of Pa such that FM "PM a .
Outline proof. Part 2 follows easily from the upper semicontinuity of eS and the
following observation: let F
1
and F
2
be any pair of open faces of P. Let F
1
@F
2
and
F
1
?F
2
denote respectively the smallest open face F such that F¤F
1
XF
2
and the
interior of the intersection FM
1
WF1
2
. Then
eS (F1
@F
2
)#eS (F1?F2)"eS (F1)#eS (F2).
For part 3, observe that the excess function is constant if and only if 0 is a quasi-regular
value of t3
r
, and in this case the orbifold decomposition (3.24) consists of only one piece.
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To see that the spaces DS DF are also orbifolds, note that for any F1
and F
2
such that
F
2
^F
1
one has
eS DF
1
(F
2
)"eS(F2)#l (3.25)
where l is the number of labels in SF
˙
. Consequently, if eS is constant on P, then eS DF is
constant on FM for all F.
The hypotheses in 4 imply that the groups KF are all connected. Hence the one orbifold
occurring in the decomposition (3.24) has trivial structure groups at all points, so DS is
a manifold. The proof that the DS DF are manifolds is similar.
The equivalence of 5a and 5b is trivial and the equivalence of 5a and 5c follows from the
upper semicontinuity of eS and the convexity of Pa . The equivalence of 5a and 5d is
a consequence of the equality (3.25). K
Note that the stratiÞcation (3.24) is coarser than the H-orbit type stratiÞcation (3.23),
which is a stratiÞcation into manifolds. Note further that 0 is a regular value of t3
r
if and
only if the excess function is identically zero, that is to say for all open facesF the labelling
vectors occurring inSF are linearly independent (and hence form a basis of the vector space
hF). In this case the set of labels and its associated polyhedron are called simple. If S is
simple, then P is k-dimensional and the Delzant spaces associated to all the closed faces of
P are orbifolds. The torus „n acts freely on t3 ~1
r
(0) if and only if for all open faces F the
labelling vectors in SF are a basis of the weight lattice "WhF . In this case S and P are
called simply laced.
To what extent are the set S and the space DS determined by the polyhedron P? If
(v
i
, r
i
) is a label such that P is contained in the open half-space Sk, v
i
T’r
i
, then it can be
omitted from the set of labels without a⁄ecting the structure of DS . CallSminimal if it does
not contain any such labels. It is clear that every set of labels can be pruned down to
a unique minimal one by dropping all redundant labels. IfS is minimal and simple, then the
labels are in one-to-one correspondence with the faces ofP and every label is determined by
the corresponding face up to multiplication by a positive integer. This situation is investi-
gated in detail in [29]. Multiplying a label by an integer does not a⁄ect the homeomorphism
type of DS , but does a⁄ect its orbifold structure. IfS is minimal and simply laced (the case
originally considered by Delzant), thenS and DS are in fact uniquely determined byP. It is
not hard to see that the Delzant spaces associated to general sets of labels are also
determined by the underlying polyhedra up to equivariant homeomorphism, but their
classiÞcation up to isomorphism of stratiÞed symplectic spaces appears to be unknown.
We conclude this discussion by analysing the structure of DS transverse to the singular-
ities. Observe that for everyF the set SF is a set of labels for the subtorus HF . Now take
any a3A and let F be the open face such that PaLFM . The polyhedron PFLh*F
associated to SF has two important properties: it is a strictly convex cone with apex the
point prh*
F
k, where k is any point in F, and Pa has a neighbourhood in P that is the
product of Pa and a neighbourhood of the apex in PF . By Proposition 3.15 the Delzant
space associated toSF is a symplectic cone and after subtracting prh*
F
k its moment map is
homogeneous of degree one. The upshot is as follows.
PROPOSITION 3.17. A neighbourhood of DS,a in DS is symplectomorphic to the product of
(~1S (Pa) with the symplectic cone DSF, where F is the largest open face contained in Pa .
The symplectic link of Pa is also a Delzant space. We leave it to the reader to determine
its labelled polytope.
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4. PARTIAL DESINGULARIZATIONS
If M is a nonsingular projective variety over C on which the complex reductive group GC
acts by projective linear transformations, then the compact group G acts on M in a Hamil-
tonian fashion, where the symplectic form is the imaginary part of the Fubini—Study metric.
Under the hypothesis that the set of stable points is nonempty (which amounts to the
symplectic condition that the zero locus of the moment map contains regular points),
Kirwan showed in [25] how to construct explicitly a ÔÔpartialÕÕ desingularization of the
categorical quotient X"M//GC. It is birationally equivalent to X and possesses at worst
Þnite-quotient singularities. The construction consists in judiciously blowing up subvarie-
ties of M until all semistable points become stable, and subsequently dividing out by the
action of GC. Kirwan pointed out that this method works also in the symplectic category if
one replaces complex blowups by symplectic blowups in the sense of Gromov. However,
symplectic blowups depend on a number of choices and the partial desingularization
obtained by this method is not unique up to symplectomorphism. A further contrast with
the algebraic case is that there is no natural way to deÞne a blowdown map.
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we review KirwanÕs desingularization process in the symplectic
setting and show that the result is determined uniquely up to symplectic deformations.
Deformation equivalence is much weaker than symplectomorphism, but suƒces for our
purpose of calculating characteristic numbers. A problem is that the blowup centres
involved are not compact and are indeed not even uniquely deÞned. We handle this
diƒculty by applying a version of the constant-rank embedding theorem ÔÔwith parametersÕÕ
proved in Appendix A. Further we show that KirwanÕs method works equally well for
G-actions on orbifolds and remove the hypothesis that the zero locus of the moment map
should contain a regular point. In Section 4.3 we compare her desingularization to the shift
desingularizations discussed in Section 2.2. Finally, in Section 4.4 we apply both methods to
Delzant spaces.
4.1. The canonical partial desingularization
4.1.1. Symplectic blowing up. Let S be a locally closed G-invariant symplectic suborbifold
of M and letK be a G-invariant closed subset of M such that KWS is compact. It is possible
to deÞne a symplectic blowup of M along S, at least in a neighbourhood of K. (If S is
compact, we can take K"M, but we are mainly interested in cases where S is not
compact.) This is most easily accomplished in terms of symplectic cutting and involves
certain auxiliary data ( j, h, ı, e). Here j is a G-invariant compatible complex structure on the
normal bundle N of S and h a G-invariant principal connection on the orbibundle P of
unitary frames in N. To deÞne ı and e we note that N is isomorphic to the associated vector
orbibundle P]U(k) Ck, where 2k is the codimension of S in M and Ck is Euclidean space
equipped with its standard symplectic form 1
2
i +k
l/1
dz
l
?dzN
l
. According to Theorem A1 the
minimal coupling form on N deÞned by h is nondegenerate in a neighbourhood N@ of the
zero section. By the symplectic embedding theorem there exists a G-equivariant symplectic
embedding ı: N@PM such that the diagram
commutes. Here the vertical arrow denotes the zero section of N. By 3 of Theorem A1 the
S1-action on N deÞned by scalar multiplication on the Þbres is Hamiltonian with moment
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function t (v)"!1
2
EvE2, where E ) E denotes the Þbre metric on N. For d’0 we have,
respectively, the open and closed disc orbibundles and the sphere orbibundle,
N (d)"Mv3N: t(v)’!dN
NM (d)"Mv3N: t(v)*!dN
SN(d)"Mv3N: t(v)"!dN.
Because KWS is compact, there exist d’0 and a G-invariant open neighbourhood ”@ of
KWS such that NM (d) D
U{WS
is contained in N@ and ı embeds NM (d) D
U{WS
properly into ”@. In
addition, becauseK is closed there exists a G-invariant open subset ”@@ of M such that the
union ”"”@X”@@ contains K and ”@@ does not intersect the image of NM (d) D
U{WS
under ı.
Then ”WS"”@WS is a closed suborbifold of ”, ı (NM (d) D
UWS
) is a closed subset of ”, and the
complement in ” of ı (N (d) D
UWS
) is a suborbifold with boundary ı (SN(d) D
UWS
). Now let
0(e(d and put te(v)"t (v)#e. Clearly, 0 is a regular value of te . Let us identify
NM (d) D
SWU{
with its image under ı. Then the symplectic cut of ” with respect to te is
well-deÞned.
DeÞnition 4.1. The blowup Bl(”, S, u, j, h, ı, e), or Bl(”, S, e), of ” with centre S is the
Hamiltonian G-orbifold ”
x0
obtained by cutting ” with respect to the function te . The
exceptional divisor is the symplectic orbifold ”
0
.
Thus the orbifold Bl(”, S, u, j, h, ı, e) is obtained by excising from ” the open disc
orbibundle about ”WS and collapsing the orbits of the S1-action on the bounding sphere
orbibundle. The exceptional divisor embeds symplectically into the blowup. It is symplec-
tomorphic to the total space of (the restriction to ”WS of ) the orbibundle
PN"P]U(k) CPk~1, the projectivization of N, whose general Þbre is the k!1-dimen-
sional complex projective space with e times the Fubini-Study form. The blowup is
di⁄eomorphic to the orbifold (”!S)†I obtained by gluing together ”!S and the
incidence relation IL(”WN@)]PND
UWS
along the obvious map. This space is called the
null-blowup and denoted by Bl(”, S, u, j, ı, 0) or Bl(”, S, 0). It is plainly independent of
the data (h, e). Note that unlike the symplectic blowups the null-blowup has a canonical
blowdown map n: Bl(”, S, 0)P”.
The symplectomorphism type (in fact, the symplectic volume) of a symplectic blowup
depends on the parameter e. On the other hand, it is not hard to see that given a Þxed e’0
the choice of j and h does not a⁄ect the blowup. How the symplectic structure of the blowup
depends on the embedding ı is a delicate problem and is only partly understood even in the
case where S is a point (see [31, 32]). Observe however that the blowup does not actually
depend on the embedding, but only on the cutting data, that is the image of the sphere
orbibundle and the distance function under the embedding. The following elementary
result, which is proved in [33] for S a point, says roughly that the blowup does not depend
on ( j, h, ı) as long as e is suƒciently small. In Section 4.2 we consider what happens if u,
S and e are allowed to vary.
PROPOSITION 4.2. For all triples ( j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
) and ( j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
) there exist d’0 and G-invari-
ant open neighbourhoods ”
0
and ”
1
of K such that for all e(d the blowups
Bl(”
0
, S, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
, e) and Bl(”
1
, S, u, j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
, e) are isomorphic Hamiltonian G-orbifolds.
Proof. First we reduce the problem to the case where j
0
"j
1
and h
0
"h
1
. For i"0, 1,
let u
i
and E ) E
i
denote the minimal coupling form and Þbre metric on N associated to ( j
i
, h
i
).
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By the symplectic embedding theorem we can Þnd d@(d, ”MK and an embedding v:
(N(d@) D
UWS
, u
0
)P(N(d) D
UWS
, u
1
) of Hamiltonian G]S1-orbifolds Þxing the zero section.
Since v intertwines the S1-moment maps, it maps the sphere orbibundles associated to the
Þbre metric E ) E
0
to those for E ) E
1
. This means that for e(d@ the cutting data used to deÞne
the blowup Bl(”@, S, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı @
1
, e) are identical to those for the blowup
Bl(”@, S, u, j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
, e), where ı @
1
is the composite embedding ı
1 ¡
v. It follows that these two
blowups are isomorphic.
It remains to Þnd ” @
0
and ” @
1
such that Bl(” @
0
, S, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı @
1
, e) is isomorphic to
Bl(” @
1
, S, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
, e) for small e. IfS is a point, the map ı~1
0 ¡
ı @
1
is symplectically isotopic
to the identity in a small enough neighbourhood of S. This is in general false, but by
Lemma A.9 we can Þnd d@@(d@ and a G-equivariant symplectic isotopy H:
N(d@@)][0, 1]PN(d@) Þxing S, starting at ı~1
0 ¡
ı @
1
and ending at an S1-equivariant map. As
before, this implies that H
1
preserves the sphere orbibundles and the distance function in
N(d@@). In other words, the map ı
0
H
1
(ı @
1
)~1 maps the cutting data used to deÞne the blowup
with respect to the embedding ı @
1
to those for the embedding ı
0
. To Þnish the proof it suƒces
show that this map can be extended to a global equivariant symplectomorphism ” @@
0
P”A
1
of suitable open ”A
0
and ”A
1
containing K. This is accomplished by applying Lemma A8,
which says that the isotopy ı
0
H
t
(ı @
1
)~1 is generated by a time-dependent Hamiltonian f
t
,
which in the present situation we can arrange to be G-invariant. Let s be a G-invariant
cut-o⁄ function on ı @
1
N (d@@) that is compactly supported in the Þbre directions and is equal
to 1 on ı @
1
N (d@@@) for some d@@@(d@@. Because of the compactness of KWS, on a suƒciently
small open ”A
0
containing K the Hamiltonian vector Þeld of s f
t
integrates to a globally
deÞned Hamiltonian isotopy F: ”A
0
P”@ which restricts to ı
0
H
t
(ı @
1
)~1 on ı @
1
N(d@@@). We now
take ”A
1
to be the image of ”A
0
under F
1
and conclude that for e(d@@@ the blowup
Bl(” @@
0
, S, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı @
1
, e) is isomorphic to Bl(” @@
1
, S, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
, e). K
Consider a G-equivariant line orbibundle ‚ on ”. Then the restriction of ‚ to N(d) is
isomorphic to pr*
S
(‚ D
S
), which is trivial in the Þbre directions. Fix an isomorphism
‚ D
N(d):pr*S (‚ DS) and lift the action of S1 on N(d) to pr*S (‚ DS) by letting it act trivially on the
Þbres.
DeÞnition 4.3. For 0(e(d the blowup Bl(‚, S, u, j, h, ı, e), or Bl(‚, S, e), of ‚ along S is
the G-equivariant orbibundle ‚
x0
on Bl(”, S, e) obtained by cutting ‚ with respect to the
function te . The null-blowup Bl(‚, S, u, j, ı, 0)"Bl(‚, S, 0) is the pullback of ‚ to
Bl(”, S, 0).
It is easy to see that the blowup of ‚ does not depend on the identiÞcation of ‚ D
N(d) with
pr*
S
(‚ D
S
). We emphasize that the blowup of a prequantum line bundle is not prequantizing,
because the curvature form of Bl(‚, S, e) is degenerate along the exceptional divisor. Indeed,
under a di⁄eomorphism Bl(”, S, 0)PBl(”, S, e) the pullback of Bl(‚, S, e) is isomorphic to
Bl(‚, S, 0), whose curvature is equal to the presymplectic form n*u.
Weighted blowups along symplectic suborbifolds can be deÞned in much the same way.
Suppose we have an S1-action that is deÞned on an open neighbourhood of S, and leaves
S Þxed. The weights a"(a
1
, a
2
, 2, ak) of the action are assumed to be positive. In this
situation N can be written as P]K Ck, where K is the centralizer in ”(k) of the circle
subgroup deÞned by the weights a, and P is now the orbibundle of S1-equivariant unitary
frames. The symplectic cut of ” with respect to the S1-action is referred to as a weighted
blowup and is denoted by Bl(”, S, u, j, h, ı, e, a) or Bl(”, S, e, a). The exceptional divisor of
a weighted blowup of Ck is a weighted projective space.
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4.1.2. Resolving singularities. Suppose that 0 is not a quasi-regular value of the moment
map ’: MPg*. Then the stratiÞcation of the quotient X"M//G consists of more than one
piece. By performing a succession of equivariant blowups of an open neighbourhood ” of
Z"’~1(0) we shall deÞne a Hamiltonian G-orbifold (”I , uJ , ’3 ) such that 0 is a quasi-
regular value of ’3 . The blowup centres are ÔÔtheÕÕ minimal G-invariant symplectic suborbi-
folds containing the strata of maximal depth in Z. (If G is abelian, there is a canonical choice
for the blowup centres and we can furthermore arrange for them to be closed, so that the
blowups are globally deÞned. The reason is that for all a the closure of M
(ga)
is a symplectic
suborbifold of M and that Za is coisotropic in MM (ga) . The component of MM (ga) containing Za is
therefore a closed minimal symplectic suborbifold around Za.) Following Kirwan [25] we
call the symplectic quotient XI of ”I the canonical partial desingularization of X, although the
process is by no means as canonical as in the algebraic case. We investigate in Section 4.2 to
what extent the result is well-deÞned.
Recall that the depth of a stratum Za is the largest integer i for which there exists
a strictly ascending chain of strata ZaÒ
pZa˙
p2pZa
i
with a
0
"a. The depth of Z is the
maximum of the depths of all its strata.
Let Za be a stratum of maximal depth. Then Za is closed and hence, because ’ is proper,
Za and Xa are compact. Choose an embedding of an open set ”aLMa as in Theorem 3.3.
Let Sa be the minimal symplectic suborbifold containing Za deÞned in (3.11). Then ”aWSa is
locally closed in M and by (3.2) its intersection with Z is the closed stratum Za . We conclude
that there exists a G-invariant open neighbourhood ” of the compact setK"Z such that
for 0(e(d the blowup Bl(”, Sa , e) is well-deÞned. Recall that the symplectic normal
bundle of Sa in ”a is the model space Ma . A neighbourhood of the exceptional divisor in
Bl(”, Sa , e) is therefore modelled by
Bl(Ma, Sa, e)"Pa]Ka (G]Ga (g0a]Bl(…a/¶a , 0, e))).
The point of blowing up is that it reduces the depth of the stratiÞcation.
LEMMA 4.4. 1. ‚et H be a connected ‚ie group acting on a vector orbispace …/¶ in
a unitary fashion. ‚et wO0 be a point in ’~1
W@¶
(0) and let [w]3P(…/¶) be the ray through w.
„hen w and [w] have the same inÞnitesimal stabilizer, h
w
"h
*w+
.
2. depth Bl(Ma , Sa , e)//G"depthMa//G!1.
Proof. Since [w] is Þxed under h
*w+
, there is an inÞnitesimal character p3(h
*w+
)* such
that
exp(g) )w"e2piSp,gTw (4.1)
for all g3h
*w+
. Hence S’
W@ ¶
(w), gT"1
2
u (g )w, w)"!nSp, gTDDw DD2 for all g3h
*w+
. Now
wO0 and ’
W@ ¶
(w)"0, so p"0. By (4.1) we conclude that h
*w+
Lh
w
. The reverse inclusion
is obvious. This proves 1.
For the proof of 2 note that the depths of Ma//G and Bl(Ma , Sa, e)//G are equal to those
of (…a/¶a)//Ga and Bl(…a/¶a , 0, e)//Ga , respectively. Recall that the set of Ga-Þxed points in
…a/¶a consists of the origin only. In other words, the stratum of maximal depth in ’~1Wa@¶a(0)
consists of the origin only. Assertion 1 is therefore tantamount to saying that the zero level
set of Bl(…a/¶a , 0, e) contains exactly the same inÞnitesimal orbit types as the zero level set
of …a/¶a , except for the maximal element ga . K
This lemma tells us that by successively blowing up neighbourhoods of the zero level set
along minimal symplectic suborbifolds containing the strata of maximal depth in the zero
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level set, we arrive eventually at a Hamiltonian G-orbifold (”I , uJ , ’3 ) whose zero level set has
depth 0, that is to say 0 is a quasi-regular value of ’3 . The canonical partial desingularization
of X"M//G is by deÞnition the orbifold
XI "”I //G"ZI /G.
For abelian G, at each stage in the process the blowup centre is uniquely deÞned and
closed, so if M is compact, the successive blowups are globally deÞned.
If ‚ is an almost equivariantly locally trivial line orbibundle on M, then by blowing it up
at each step along the way, we obtain an almost equivariantly locally trivial line orbibundle
‚I on ”I . We deÞne the canonical desingularization of ‚
0
"‚//G to be the line orbibundle
‚I
0
"‚I //G.
Note Þnally that by choosing appropriate symplectic cross-sections we can apply the
process described above to partially resolve the singularities of Mk for every value k of the
moment map.
4.2. Deformation equivalence
A deformation of the equivariant symplectic form (u, ’) on M is a smooth path of
equivariant symplectic forms (u
t
, ’
t
) deÞned for 0)t)1 such that (u
0
, ’
0
)"(u, ’) and
’~1
t
(0)"’~1(0) for all t. The endpoints (u
0
, ’
0
) and (u
1
, ’
1
) of the path are called
deformation equivalent. A deformation equivalence between (M, u, ’) and a second Hamil-
tonian G-orbifold (M@, u@, ’@) is a di⁄eomorphism F from M to M@ such that (u, ’) is
deformation equivalent to (F*u@, F*’@).
For trivial G-actions (where ’"0) this reduces to the usual notion of a deformation or
pseudo-isotopy; see [33, Ch. 6]. For the purposes of this paper its interest is Þrst of all that it
is preserved under symplectic reduction and that a deformation equivalence class deter-
mines a homotopy class of almost complex structures.
LEMMA 4.5. ‚et (u
t
, ’
t
) be a deformation of (u, ’). If 0 is a quasi-regular value of ’, then
for all t it is a quasi-regular value of ’
t
, and the u
t
induce a smooth path of symplectic forms on
’~1
t
(0)/G"’~1(0)/G.
2. „he space of all G-invariant almost complex structures on M that are compatible with
some equivariant symplectic structure in the deformation equivalence class of (u, ’) is
nonempty and path-connected.
Proof. Part 1 follows directly from the observation that the zero level set is by deÞnition
Þxed under a deformation and that its stratiÞcation depends not on the symplectic form but
on the G-action alone. Part 2 follows from the fact that for every path u
t
of invariant
symplectic forms on M there exists a path of invariant complex structures J
t
on „M such
that J
t
is compatible with u
t
. K
The second important property is that the operation of symplectic cutting (and hence
the operation of blowing up) is well-behaved with respect to deformations.
DeÞnition 4.6. A family of cutting data consists of sextuples (u
t
, ’
t
, ”
t
, Z
t
, t
t
, F
t
) deÞned
for 0)t)1. Here (u
t
, ’
t
) is a path of equivariant symplectic forms0 (we do not require
’~1
t
(0)"’~1(0)), (”
t
, Z
t
, t
t
) are G-invariant cutting data with respect to the symplectic
form u
t
(see Section 3.4.1), and F : ”
0
][0, 1]PM is an isotopy of the open subset ”
0
.
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These data are subject to the following conditions: F
0
is the identity map of ”
0
, F
t
is
G-equivariant and maps ”
0
onto ”
t
, and the path of G-equivariant symplectic forms
(F*
t
u
t
, F*
t
’
t
) on ”
0
is a deformation of (u, ’). Furthermore, F
t
is to be equivariant with
respect to the given S1-actions on ”
0
and ”
t
, and the path of S1-equivariant symplectic
forms (F*
t
u
t
, F*
t
t
t
) on ”
0
is to be a deformation of (u, t
0
). Finally t
t
is required to depend
smoothly on t and 0 is required to be a regular value of t
t
for all t.
These conditions entail
F
t
(’~1
0
(0))"’~1
t
(0), F
t
(Z
0
)"Z
t
, (F
t
)
*
$
0
"$
t
where $
t
is the Hamiltonian vector Þeld of t
t
with respect to u
t
. We denote by (M, Z
t
)
w0
the
symplectic cut of M with respect to (”
t
, Z
t
, t
t
) and by (M, Z
t
)
0
the symplectic quotient. For
brevity let us denote the extension of the equivariant symplectic form (u
t
, ’
t
) to (M, Z
t
)
w0
also by (u
t
, ’
t
). Mark that F
t
does not necessarily pull back the function t
t
to t
0
, but that it
does map t~1
0
([0,R)) to t~1
t
([0,R)).
We wish to show that a family of cutting data gives rise to deformation equivalent
symplectic cuts. To do this, we need Þrst to extend F to a global G-equivariant di⁄eotopy
F[ of M leaving the Þbre ’~1 (0) invariant. Let g
t
be the inÞnitesimal generator of F; it is
a time-dependent vector Þeld supported on the track U"Z
t
”
t
]MtN of the isotopy. Let U@
and U@@ be G]S1-invariant tubular neighbourhoods of the hypersurface Z
t
Z
t
]MtN in
U such that U@@LU@, and choose a G]S1-invariant bump function s : UP[0, 1] that is
supported on U@ and identically equal to 1 on U@@. Extend the vector Þeld sg
t
by 0 to a global
smooth vector Þeld on M][0, 1]. Its ßow, F[ , is deÞned for 0)t)1 and supported on U. It
is clearly G-equivariant and S1-equivariant (where the S1-action is deÞned). In addition, F[ is
equal on U@@ to the previously deÞned ßow F, and on U its trajectories are subsets of those of
F, so F[ likewise preserves the set ’~1(0).
For simplicity we ignore henceforth the distinction between F and F[ . Note that F
t
maps
(M, Z
0
)
;0
to (M, Z
t
)
;0
.
PROPOSITION 4.7. For every t the restriction of F
t
to (M, Z
0
)
;0
extends uniquely to
a di⁄eomorphism FM
t
: (M, Z
0
)
w0
P(M, Z
t
)
w0
. „he restriction of FM
t
to (M, Z
0
)
0
is equal to the
map (M, Z
0
)
0
P(M, Z
t
)
0
induced by F
t
. „he path (FM *
t
u
t
, FM *
t
’
t
) of equivariant symplectic
forms on (M, Z
0
)
w0
is a deformation of (u
0
, ’
0
).
Proof. DeÞne FI
t
from (”
0
!Z
0
)]C to (”
t
!Z
t
)]C by
FI
t
(u, z)"AFt (u), K
t
t
(F
t
(u))
t
0
(u) K
1@2
zB .
This map is clearly S1-equivariant and maps t3 ~1
0
(0) to t3 ~1
t
(0). (Recall t3
t
(m, z)"
t
t
(m)!1
2
Dz D2.) We assert that it extends to a di⁄eomorphism from ”
0
]C to ”
t
]C. To
show this, we observe that 0 is a regular value of the composite function t
t ¡
F
t
: ”
0
PR, and
therefore, in suitable local coordinates (x
1
, 2 , x2n) about a point in Z in which Z is given
by x
1
"0, it can be written as t
t
(F
t
(x
1
, 2, x2n))"a(t)x1 with a smooth and nowhere
vanishing. It follows that
FI
t
(u, z)"AFt (u), K
a(t)
a (0) K
1@2
zB
extends smoothly to the locus Mx
1
"0N. Notice also that if b
t
is the embedding given by
(3.16) (with t replaced by t
t
), then FI
t
(b
0
(u))"b
t
(F
t
(u)), so the maps F
t
and FI
t
Dt3 ~1
0
(0) can be
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glued together to give a smooth map FM
t
from (M, Z
0
)
w0
to (M, Z
t
)
w0
. The proof that the
inverse of F
t
extends smoothly is similar. If z"0, then FI
t
(u, 0)"(F
t
(u), 0) for all u3”
0
,
which implies that the restriction of FM
t
to (M, Z
0
)
0
is equal to the map induced by F
t
.
To show that the path (FM *
t
u
t
, FM *
t
’
t
) is a deformation of (u
0
, ’
0
), we need merely show
that FM
t
maps ’~1
0
(0) onto ’~1
t
(0). This follows from the fact that its restriction to (M, Z
0
)
;0
is equal to F
t
, which sends ’~1
0
(0)W(M, Z
0
)
;0
onto ’~1
t
(0)W(M, Z
t
)
;0
. K
Proof of „heorem 2.4. The Þrst statement of the theorem is to be interpreted as follows:
suppose we apply KirwanÕs desingularization process (at the level k) and that by making
two sets of choices of the set of parameters involved in the process we obtain two
Hamiltonian G-orbifolds (”I , uJ , ’3 ) and (”I @, uJ @, ’3 @). Then there exist invariant open neigh-
bourhoods ”I of ’3 ~1(Gk) in ”I and ”I @ of (’3 @)~1 (Gk) in ”I @ and a deformation equivalence
”[ P”[ @.
After choosing an appropriate cross-section we may assume that k"0. Observe that
the Þrst statement of the theorem together with 1 of Lemma 4.5 implies the uniqueness of
the symplectic structure on MI
0
up to deformations. Combined with 2 of Lemma 4.5 this
shows that the Chern classes of the tangent bundle of MI
0
are well-deÞned. Hence the
Riemann—Roch numbers of MI
0
are well-deÞned.
It remains to prove the Þrst statement of the theorem. The proof is by induction on the
depth of Z. If depth Z"0 there is nothing to prove. The inductive step is taken by
establishing the following two facts. Let Za be a stratum of maximal depth in Z. Then
1. for all minimal G-invariant symplectic submanifolds S
0
and S
1
containing Za and for
all blowup data ( j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
, e
0
) and ( j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
, e
1
) relative to the blowup centres
S
0
, resp. S
1
, there exist invariant open neighbourhoods ”
0
and ”
1
of ’~1(0)
such that the blowup Bl(”
0
, S
0
, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
, e
0
) is deformation equivalent to
Bl(”
1
, S
1
, u, j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
, e
1
);
2. for every deformation (u
t
, ’
t
) of (u, ’) there exist d’0 and a family of data
(”
t
, S
t
, E
t
, j
t
, h
t
, ı
t
, t
t
, F
t
) such that the following conditions are satisÞed: ”
t
is a G-
invariant open subset containing ’~1
t
(0)"’~1(0), S
t
is a closed G-invariant minimal
u
t
-symplectic submanifold of ”
t
containing Za; Et is the ut-symplectic normal bundle
of S
t
in ”
t
; j
t
and h
t
are resp. an invariant compatible almost complex structure and an
invariant connection on E
t
; ı
t
is a proper G-invariant u
t
-symplectic embedding of
EM
t
(d) into ”
t
; t
t
is the function!1
2
E )E2
t
, where E ) E
t
denotes the Þbre metric on E
t
; and
Þnally F is a G-equivariant isotopy E
0
(d)][0, 1]PM starting at the identity. We
require that F
t
maps E
0
(d) onto E
t
(d) and is equivariant for the S1-actions on E
0
(d)
and E
t
(d); that F
t
maps E
0
(d)W’~1(0) into ’~1
t
(0), and t~1
0
(!e) into t~1
t
(!e) for
e(d.
Notice that the Þrst fact suƒces to prove the theorem if depth Z"1. The second fact
says that a deformation of the equivariant symplectic form on M gives rise to a family of
cutting data in the sense of DeÞnition 4.6. Proposition 4.7 then implies that the resulting
symplectic cuts (i.e. blowups) are deformation equivalent. Combined with fact 1 this says
that the relation of being deformation equivalent is preserved when going through a single
stage in KirwanÕs desingularization process. This completes the inductive step when the
depth is greater than 1.
We now proceed to prove facts 1 and 2. Proposition 4.2 and Theorem A11 show that for
all quadruples (S
0
, j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
) and (S
1
, j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
) there exist d’0 and G-invariant open
”
0
and ”
1
containing ’~1(0) such that for all e(d the blowup Bl(”
0
, S
0
, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
, e)
is isomorphic to Bl(”
1
, S
1
, u, j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
, e) as a Hamiltonian G-orbifold. Furthermore,
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according to (3.12) the projection MaPSa in the model space Ma preserves the zero
Þbre of ’. Therefore, by Lemma A5 the blowups Bl(”
0
, S
0
, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
, e) and
Bl(”
0
, S
0
, u, j
0
, h
0
, ı
0
, e
0
) are deformation equivalent as Hamiltonian G-orbifolds, and so
are the blowups Bl(”
1
, S
1
, u, j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
, e) and Bl(”
1
, S
1
, u, j
1
, h
1
, ı
1
, e
1
). This proves fact 1.
The proof of fact 2 invokes the relative constant-rank embedding theorem, Theorem
A10. We use the notation introduced before Theorem A10 and take M"M][0, 1] and
Z"Za][0, 1]. The relative symplectic form uM is deÞned by uM DM]MtN"ut, so that the
form q"uM DZ has constant rank 12 dimZa/G on Z. Let N be the relative symplectic normal
bundle of Z in M. For the construction of the data (S
t
, E
t
, j
t
, h
t
, ı
t
, t
t
, F
t
) we may assume that
we are working in the standard model Y"S=N. Let ‰
t
"Y DMtN; then ‰t is symplectomor-
phic to (M, u
t
) near Za . Recall that S is deÞned as (ker q)* and that ker q is equal to the
distribution tangent to the G-orbits on Za][0, 1], which does not depend on the value of
the base point in [0, 1]. Therefore S is equal to the product S
0
][0, 1], where S
0
"S D
Za]M0N
.
Now deÞne S
t
to be S DZ]MtN"S0]MtN. Then St is independent of t as a manifold, although
its symplectic form may depend on t. The symplectic normal bundle E of S is equal to Y,
considered as an orbibundle over S. The unit interval being contractible, there exists
a G-equivariant isomorphism of symplectic vector orbibundles F: E
0
][0, 1]PE, where
E
0
"E D
SÒ
. Let F
t
: E
0
PE
t
be the map E
0
PE D
S
t
deÞned by F; then F
t
is an isomorphism of
symplectic vector orbibundles covering the di⁄eomorphism S
0
PS
t
"S
0
]MtN. By con-
struction E D
S
t
is simply the u
t
-symplectic normal bundle of S
t
in ‰
t
. Choose an invariant
compatible almost complex structure j
0
and an invariant connection h
0
on E
0
and put
j
t
"(F~1
t
)*j
0
and h
t
"(F~1
t
)*h
0
. We let ı
t
be the standard embedding from E
t
into ‰
t
and
t
t
"!1
2
E ) E2
t
, where E ) E
t
is the Þbre metric on E
t
with respect to the complex structure j
t
.
Again by construction, F
t
is a G]S1-equivariant isomorphism of Hermitian vector orbi-
bundles and therefore maps disc bundles into disc bundles and sphere bundles into sphere
bundles. Recall that by (3.12) the projection MaPSa preserves ’~1t (0) for all t, so
’~1
t
(0)"’~1
S
t
(0)W’~1h
t
(0) for all t by Example A.4. Furthermore, ’~1
S
t
(0)"Za and Ft maps
h
0
to h
t
for all t, so we conclude that F
t
maps E
0
(d)W’~1
0
(0) into ’~1
t
(0).
It remains to deÞne the open neighbourhoods ”
t
of ’~1 (0). We do this by starting with
an invariant open ”
0
containing ’~1(0) such that the embedding EM
0
(d)P”
0
is proper. We
extend the inÞnitesimal generator of F
t
to a globally deÞned time-dependent vector Þeld on
”
0
by means of a suitable cut-o⁄ function. Because the level set ’~1(0) is compact, after
shrinking ”
0
and d if necessary the resulting vector Þeld is integrable for 0)t)1. As
a result we obtain an equivariant isotopy F[ : ”
0
][0, 1]PM preserving ’~1(0), and we put
”
t
"F
t
(”
0
). K
4.3. Shift desingularizations
The process delineated in Section 4.1.2 is usually not the most economical method for
resolving the singularities of the quotient. A simpler desingularization is often obtained by
shifting the value of the moment map to a nearby quasi-regular value. Let *
i
be one of the
open chambers of the moment polyhedron as in (2.7) and assume k is in its closure. Since
’ has maximal rank on *
i
, all l3*
i
are quasi-regular values of ’ and all Ml have the same
dimension. If this dimension is the same as that of Mk , the Ml are called shift desingulariz-
ations of X. We discuss brießy the relationship between Ml and the canonical desingulariz-
ation MI k (even if they do not have the same dimension). We say that two symplectic
orbifolds Q
0
and Q
1
are related by a weighted symplectic blowup (resp. blowdown) if Q
1
is
deformation equivalent to a weighted blowup (resp. blowdown) of Q
0
at a closed symplectic
suborbifold.
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THEOREM 4.8. ‚et *
i
be an open chamber of * such that k is in the closure of *
i
. „here
exists a symplectic Þbre orbibundle E over MI k with the property that for all l in *i the
symplectic orbifold Ml is related to E by a sequence of weighted symplectic blowups and
blowdowns. „he general Þbre of E is a generic reduced space of the space F(Ga , …a/¶a), where
a is the inÞnitesimal orbit type of the open stratum of Z.
Sketch of proof. After applying the symplectic cross-section theorem we may assume
that k"0. By the implicit function theorem the symplectic quotients Ml for l3*i are all
deformation equivalent, so it suƒces to prove the theorem for l close to 0. If l is suƒciently
close to 0 we can arrange, by choosing the parameters e in the desingularization process
small enough, that l is contained in the image of ”I under ’3 and lies outside the images of
the exceptional divisors arising in the process. Then l is a generic value of ’3 and the
quotients Ml and ”I l are symplectomorphic. We now apply Proposition 3.9 to the space
”I and conclude that for small generic values l@ of ’3 the quotient E"”I l{ is a Þbre
orbibundle over MI
0
with general Þbre F (Ga , …a/¶a)l{. According to the symplectic cross-
section theorem, the preimage ‰"’3 ~1(int(’3 (”I )Wt*
‘
)) is a Hamiltonian „-orbifold and
‰l:Ml and ‰l{:E. A result of Guillemin and Sternberg [19] now says that ‰l is related to
‰l{ by a sequence of weighted blowups and blowdowns. K
4.4. Delzant spaces II
Let S"M(v
1
, r
1
), (v
2
, r
2
), 2 , (vn, rn)N be a set of labels for the torus „. Assume that the
polyhedronP associated toS is nonempty. We can apply both desingularization processes
to the Delzant space DS deÞned in Section 3.4. Let us Þrst do the canonical desingulariz-
ation. By Proposition 3.16 a closed stratum DS,a in DS corresponds to a piece Pa in the
excess decomposition of P that is the closure of a single open face F. Let SF be its
associated set of labels as deÞned in (3.22). Blowing up at DS,a has the e⁄ect of adding one
label to the set S:
S3 e˙
"M(v
1
, r
1
), 2, (vn, rn), (vn‘1, rn‘1#e1)N
where
v
n‘1
" +
(v
i
, r
i
)|SF
v
i
, r
n‘1
" +
(v
i
,r
i
)|SF
r
i
and e
1
’0 is suƒciently small. The excess decomposition of the polyhedronPI e˙
associated
to S3 e˙
has one piece less than that of P. Iterating this process we obtain eventually
a labelled polyhedron (S3 e ,P3 e) with constant excess function, where e denotes a vector with
small positive entries. The canonical desingularization of DS is then the Delzant space
DI S"DSI e .
Shift desingularization has the e⁄ect of replacing S by a set of labels
Sg"M(v1, r1#g1), (v2 , r2#g2), 2 , (vn, rn#gn)N (4.2)
where g is a small vector chosen in such a way that the associated polyhedron Pg is
nonempty and has constant excess function. The shape ofPg depends on the choice of g, but
the directions of the faces of codimension one do not.
See Fig. 2 for the canonical desingularization PI and two di⁄erent shift desingulariz-
ationsP@ andP@@ of the Egyptian pyramid. The manifold X corresponding to the truncated
pyramidPI is a CP1-bundle over CP1]CP1. The section at inÞnity ‰ is a product ‰@]‰@@,
where ‰@ and ‰@@ are copies of CP1, and the manifolds corresponding to P@ and P@@ are
obtained by blowing down X at ‰@, resp. ‰@@. The space corresponding to P is obtained by
blowing down X at the divisor ‰.
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Fig. 2. Egyptian pyramid and desingularizations.
5. THE ABELIAN CASE
In this section we prove the results stated in Section 2 in the case of abelian group
actions. In Section 5.1 the setting is that of an almost complex orbifoldM with an arbitrary
equivariant line orbibundle L. Here the Atiyah—Segal—Singer Þxed-point formula for the
equivariant index yields imprecise, but useful, qualitative information about the multiplicity
diagram ofL. The discussion is inspired by that in [13], which in turn bears great similarity
to the arguments of [2, 6, 26]. We deduce the Þrst part of Theorem 2.7 (for general groups)
as an immediate corollary. We then specialize to the setting of Hamiltonian actions in
Section 5.2. The result of Section 5.1 furnishes precise information on the Riemann—Roch
numbers of symplectic quotients at certain vertices of the moment polytope. A cut-and-
paste argument involving symplectic cutting and a gluing formula for the equivariant index
then produces formulae for the Riemann—Roch numbers of symplectic quotients at other
points. In preparation for Section 6 we then generalize our results to ÔÔasymptoticÕÕ moment
bundles. Finally, in Section 5.3 we apply them to Delzant spaces, where they lead to
a counting formula for lattice points in rational polytopes.
5.1. Almost complex T-orbifolds
LetM be a compact almost complex „-orbifold andLPM an arbitrary „-equivariant
line orbibundle. As in Section 2.1, let ""ker exp denote the integral lattice of „,
RR(M,L)3Rep„ the equivariant index of L/L , and NL: "*PZ the multiplicity function of
L. For all components F of the Þxed-point setMT, let p
F
3"*? Q be the orbiweight of the
„-action on L DF . The weight polytope *L of L is the rational convex polytope
*L"hullMpF: FLMTN.
Let N
F
be the normal bundle of F in M and let a
jF
3"* ?Q be the orbiweights for the
action of „ on N
F
, where j"1, 2, 2, codimC F. Denote by CF be the rational cone in
t* spanned by the!a
jF
, and by C[
F
its dual cone
C[
F
"Mm3t: Sa
jF
, mT)0 for all jN.
The data *L and CF record certain information on the multiplicity diagram ofL. A vector
m3t is called generic if the one-parameter subgroup generated by m has the same Þxed points
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as „. This is equivalent to Sa
jF
, mTO0 for all F and all j. For instance, m is generic if its
one-parameter subgroup is dense in „.
THEOREM 5.1. 1. „he support of the multiplicity function is contained in the weight
polytope.
2. ‚et k be a vertex of the weight polytope. Choose a generic m in t such that
Sk!p
F
, mT(0 for all F with p
F
Ok. „hen
NL(k)" +
FpF/k
m|C[ F
RR(F,L D
F
). (5.1)
3. If H is a compact connected ‚ie group acting on M and L, and the action of
H commutes with that of „ and preserves the almost complex structure onM, then (5.1) holds
as an equality of virtual characters of H.
The support of NL is by deÞnition contained in the weight lattice, so we have in fact
supp NL"*W*L . This implies that if the vertex k under 2 is not integral, then NL(k)"0,
so the right-hand side of (5.1) vanishes.
Proof. We assume Þrst that M has no orbifold singularities. According to the
Atiyah—Segal—Singer equivariant index formula the character is equal to a sum
RR(M,L)"+
F
s
F
(5.2)
over all Þxed-point components F of M. The functions s
F
are for generic m3t given by
s
F
(exp m)"e2n*SpF,mT P
F
Ch(L D
F
) Td(F)
D
T
(N
F
, m)
. (5.3)
Here Ch(L D
F
) is the Chern character ofL D
F
, Td(F) is the Todd class of F, and D
T
(N
F
, m) is
the „-equivariant characteristic class
D
T
(N
F
, m)"<
j
(1!exp(!2niSa
jF
, mT!c
jF
)) (5.4)
of N
F
. The c
jF
are the virtual Chern roots of N
F
, that is to say, c
jF
"c
1
(N
jF
) if
N
F
decomposes into a sum a
j
N
jF
of „-equivariant line bundles where „ acts with weight
a
jF
on the jth summand. Because (5.4) is symmetric in the c
jF
, D
T
(N
F
, m) is well-deÞned by
the splitting principle.
The character RR(M,L) :„PC extends to a holomorphic function on the complexi-
Þed torus „C and the s
F
extend to rational functions on „C. Substitute!itm for m in (5.3)
and (5.4), where t is real, and put x"e2pt. Notice that (5.4) has a Þnite limit as xP0. This
limit is 1 if Sa
jF
, mT(0 for all j, and 0 otherwise. Applying the Riemann—Roch Theorem to
F and L D
F
we Þnd that as xP0
s
F
(exp(!itm))"G
xWpF,mX RR(F,L D
F
)#o(xWpF,mX)
o(xWpF,mX)
if Sa
jF
, mT(0 for all j
otherwise.
(5.5)
Compare this estimate to the following expression obtained from (2.1):
RR(M,L) (exp(!itm))" +
l|"*
NL (l) xWl,mX. (5.6)
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Assume that k is not contained in the weight polytope *L . Then we can select a generic
m such that Sk!p
F
, mT(0 for all F, i.e. Sk, mT(min
F
Sp
F
, mT. According to (5.2) and (5.5),
RR(M, ‚) (exp(!itm))"O(x.*/FWpF,mX) as xP0, so all terms in (5.6) with exponent strictly
less than min
F
Sp
F
, mT vanish, and therefore NL(k)"0. This proves 1.
If k is a vertex of *L , we can choose a generic m such that Sk!pF , mT(0 for all F with
p
F
Ok, and in addition Sl, mTOSk, mT for those (Þnitely many) l3"* for which NL (l)O0.
If Sl, mT(Sk, mT, then Sl!p
F
, mT(0, so l is not in *L and therefore NL(l)"0 by 1. This
implies that Sl, mT’Sk, mT whenever lOk and NL (l)O0, and therefore, by (5.6),
RR(M, ‚) (exp(!itm))"NL (k)xWk,mX#o(xWk,mX) as xP0. By (5.2) and (5.5), the coeƒcient
of the term of order Sk, mT in the character is equal to the sum of the RR(F,L D
F
) over all
F with the property that k"p
F
and Sa
jF
, mT(0 for all j"1, 2,2 , codimC F. This
proves 2.
In the presence of orbifold singularities and the action of an additional group H we
invoke the results of [5, 12, 44], according to which RR(M,L), considered as an element of
Rep(„]H), is given by a sum (5.2), where
s
F
(exp m, exp g)"e2p*WpF,mX P
F
I
1
d
F
I
ChFI
H
(LI D
F
I , g) T d
H
(FI , g)
DFI
H
(N
F
I , g) DFI
T]H
(NI
F
I , m, g)
for g3h suƒciently small. Here Ch
H
etc. are the H-equivariant counterparts of the charac-
teristic classes considered above, FI is the ÔÔunwrappingÕÕ of the orbifold F, and d
F
I is its
multiplicity, which is a locally constant function on FI . See [34] for a detailed discussion.
Our previous argument goes through with trivial modiÞcations and the upshot is that 1 and
2 hold for orbifolds and that 2 holds H-equivariantly. K
Proof of part 1 of „heorem 2.7. Note Þrst that the result for arbitrary G follows from the
case where G is abelian. The weight polytope of a rigid orbibundle is by deÞnition M0N, so the
abelian case is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1. K
5.2. Hamiltonian T-orbifolds
In this section (M, u, ’) denotes a compact connected Hamiltonian „-orbifold and
‚ a „-equivariant line orbibundle on M. In this situation we have two polytopes, namely
the moment polytope *"’(M) and the weight polytope *
L
, and Theorem 5.1 yields
information on the index RR(Mk , ‚k) for certain vertices k of *. For those bundles ‚ for
which there is a simple relationship between the polytopes * and *
L
, namely rigid, moment,
and dual moment bundles, RR(Mk , ‚k) can then be calculated when k is not a vertex of * by
means of multiple symplectic cutting and the gluing formula, which we review in Section
5.2.1. In Section 5.2.2 we put these ingredients together to obtain proofs of the remaining
theorems of Section 2 for abelian groups.
5.2.1. Multiple symplectic cutting. Let S be a set of labels in t* and let P be its associated
polyhedron. Assume that the excess function of (S,P) is constant. Then the Delzant space
DS is an orbifold by Proposition 3.16 and the Hamiltonian „-orbifold D~S is symplec-
tomorphic to DS with the opposite symplectic form by Proposition 3.15. The symplectic cut
of M with respect to P is the Hamiltonian „-space
MP"(M]D~S)//„ (5.7)
obtained by reduction at 0 with respect to the diagonal „-action and the moment map
’]!(S . There are several alternative ways to think of MP . Firstly, by DeÞnition 3.13 and
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reduction in stages,
MP"(M]„*„]Cn)//(„n]„)"(M]Cn)//„n.
In particular, the Delzant space DS itself is equal to the symplectic cut of „*„ with respect
to P. Secondly, MP is the space obtained by performing successive symplectic cuts on
M with respect to each of the labels in S. Lastly, as a topological space it is equal to the
inverse image ’~1(P) in which, for each open face F of P, one divides out the preimage
’~1(F) by the „F-action. Thus we have a decomposition
MP" Z
F^P
’~1(F)/„F . (5.8)
We designate the moment map for the „-action on MP by ’P . Its image is equal to *WPM .
DeÞnition 5.2. The pair (S,P) is admissible or „-admissible with respect to M if S has
constant excess and the reduction in (5.7) is regular.
The reduction being regular is equivalent to t
m
Wt
x
"M0N for all (m, x) in M]D
~S
such
that ’(m)"(S(x). If F is the open face of P that contains (S (x), then tx"tF by
Proposition 3.14, so admissibility amounts to the condition
t
m
WtF"M0N for all m3M and all F^P such that ’(m)3F. (5.9)
This has two consequences: Þrstly, because tF depends only on the face F, admissibility
depends only the polyhedronP and not on the set of labels deÞning it; and secondly, ifP is
admissible, then for every open face F, 0 is a regular value of the moment map ’]!(SF
on the Hamiltonian „-orbifold M]DSF . In other words, every closed face of P is
admissible as well.
Example 5.3. If „"S1, then t"iR and ""2piZ. Let S"M(v, 0)N where v"2pi3",
then P"[0,R) and D
~S
is C with the standard symplectic structure and circle action. So
MP is equal to the symplectic cut Mw0
and M
~P
is the opposite cut M
x0
. If P@"M0N then
MP{
"M
0
. Admissibility of P is equivalent to 0 being a regular value of ’. If we multiply
the labelling vector v by k, then P does not change, but the orbifold atlas on MP{
changes
and MP{
becomes the symplectic quotient M
0
counted k times.
It is useful to rephrase (5.9) in combinatorial terms. Consider the inÞnitesimal orbit type
stratiÞcation
M"Z
b|B
Mb (5.10)
of M and denote the subalgebra corresponding to b by tb . Choose a basepoint mb3Mb and
put kb"’(mb) for all b. The closure of Mb is a „-invariant symplectic suborbifold of M; the
aƒne span of the convex polytope ’(MM b) is kb#t0b and its relative interior is ’(Mb). (See
e.g. [17].) The sets ’(Mb) are called the virtual open faces of *. Since tF is the annihilator of
the tangent space of F, the following statement is clear.
LEMMA 5.4. A polyhedron P deÞned by a set of labels of constant excess is admissible if
and only if its open faces are transverse to the virtual open faces of *. Consequently,
admissibility is a generic condition.
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If P is admissible, the pullback pr*
M
‚ of ‚ to M]D
~S
is almost equivariantly locally
trivial at level 0, and so the cut bundle
‚P"pr*M ‚//„
is a well-deÞned line orbibundle on MP . Likewise, ‚ induces well-deÞned orbibundles
‚P@ on each of the cuts MP@. From (3.18) we obtain for every open face F of P a canonical
isomorphism
‚P D’~1P (F)/„F:(‚ D’~1(F) )/„F . (5.11)
DeÞnition 5.5. An admissible or „-admissible polyhedral subdivision of t* is a collection
P satisfying the following conditions: every element of P is a „-admissible polyhedron in t*,
their union is t*, for every element of P all its closed faces are in P, and the intersection of
any two elements of P is a closed face of each.
THEOREM 5.6. [Gluing formula [34]). ‚et P be an admissible polyhedral subdivision of
t*. „hen
RR(M, ‚)" +
P|P
(!1)codimP RR(MP , ‚P) (5.12)
as virtual characters of „. If „"S1 and the cutting data are only locally deÞned, then we have
a numerical identity
RR(M, ‚)"RR(M
w0
, ‚
w0
)#RR(M
x0
, ‚
x0
)!RR(M
0
, ‚
0
). (5.13)
In the presence of a compact connected ‚ie group H that acts on M and ‚ in such a way that
H commutes with „ and the H-action on M is symplectic, the equalities (5.12) and (5.13) hold
as identities of virtual characters of H.
The orbifold structures of MP and ‚P depend not only on P, but also on the sets of
labels deÞning them; cf. Example 5.3. However, by Proposition 4.4 of [34] the equivariant
character RR(MP , ‚P) depends only on the underlying polyhedron, so (5.12) and (5.13)
make sense.
5.2.2. Multiplicities. If the origin is a vertex of the weight polytope *
L
, then the
right-hand side of (5.1) has at most one nonzero summand, which corresponds to a certain
vertex of the moment polytope *.
PROPOSITION 5.7. Suppose that 0 is a vertex of the weight polytope *
L
. Choose a generic
m3t with the property that Sp
F
, mT’0 for all F with p
F
O0. ‚et l be the vertex of the moment
polytope * where the function sending o to So, mT attains its minimum. „hen
RR(M, ‚)T"G
RR(’~1(l), ‚ D’~1(l))"RR(Ml , ‚l)
0
if p’~1(l)"0
otherwise.
(5.14)
If ‚ is rigid, then RR(M, ‚)"RR(Mk, ‚k) for all vertices k of *. If ‚ is a moment bundle, then
RR(M, ‚)T"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
) and
RR(M, ‚~1)T"G
RR(M
0
, ‚~1
0
)
0
if *"M0N
otherwise.
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Proof. Note Þrst that for every Þxed-point component F the cone C
F
is equal up to
a translation to the cone with vertex ’
F
spanned by *:
C
F
"!’(F)#cone’(F) (*). (5.15)
In particular, C
F
"t* for ’(F) in the interior of *. Secondly, if k is any vertex of *, then
’~1(k) is a connected component of MT, and so Mk"’~1(k). Further, if m is generic, then
o>So, mT attains its minimum at a unique vertex of *, so l is well-deÞned. If p’~1(l)"0,
then „ acts trivially on ‚ D’~1(l) and so ‚k"‚ D’~1(l) .
If F is a Þxed-point component for which m3C[
F
, then by (5.15) the moment polytope is
contained in the halfspace given by So, mT*S’(F), mT. In other words, o>So, mT attains
its minimum at ’ (F), so ’ (F)"l. The equality (5.14) now follows immediately from
Theorem 5.1 by setting k"0.
If ‚ is rigid, then *
L
"M0N, so p’~1(l)"0. Moreover, RR(M, ‚) is a constant character
by 1 of Theorem 2.7, so (5.14) implies RR(M, ‚)"RR(M, ‚)T"RR(Ml , ‚l). By varying
the choice of m we obtain this equality for all vertices l. If ‚ is a moment bundle, then
*
L
"*, so l"0. Hence RR(M, ‚)T"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
) by (5.14). The weight polytope
of the dual moment bundle ‚~1 is *
L~1
"!*. So if *"M0N, then l"0 and
RR(M, ‚~1)T"RR(M
0
, ‚~1
0
), but if *OM0N, then l is a vertex distinct from 0, in which
case p’~1(l)"!lO0, so RR(M, ‚~1)T"0 by (5.14). K
An immediate consequence of this result and the gluing formula is the invariance of the
index under blowing up. Let S be a closed symplectic suborbifold of M and suppose that
S1 acts on an open neighbourhood ” of S with Þxed-point set S and with positive weights a.
Let Bl(M, S, e, a) be a weighted blowup of M at S as deÞned at the end of Section 4.1.1 and
let Bl(‚, S, e, a) be the weighted blowup bundle.
THEOREM 5.8.
RR(Bl(M, S, e, a), Bl(‚, S, e, a))"RR(M, ‚). (5.16)
Proof. The blowup is by deÞnition the symplectic cut M
x0
with respect to the function
t#e, where t is the function generating the circle action on ”. The exceptional divisor
M
0
is the weighted projectivization PaN, where N is the symplectic normal bundle of S, and
M
w0
is the weighted projectivization Pa(N=C). By DeÞnition 4.3, ‚w0 is S1-rigid with
respect to the residual S1-action on M
w0
. The minimum of the moment function on M
w0
is
0 and the Þbre over 0 is M
0
. Hence RR(M
w0
, ‚
w0
)"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
) by Proposition 5.7 and
therefore RR(M, ‚)"RR(M
x0
, ‚
x0
) by (5.13). K
Let H be a compact connected Lie group that acts on M and ‚ in such a way that
H commutes with „ and the H-action on M is symplectic. The following assertion is evident
from 3 of Theorem 5.1.
ADDENDUM 5.9. „he equalities (5.14) and (5.16) invariant hold as identities of virtual
characters of H.
To put (5.12) and Proposition 5.7 together we need to calculate, for any admissible
polytope P, the Þxed points of the „-action on MP and the weights of the „-action on the
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Þbres of ‚P at MTP . Let m be in the stratum Mb deÞned by (5.10), so that tm"tb , and suppose
that ’(m) lies in an open faceF of P. Then by (5.8) the inÞnitesimal stabilizer of the image
of m in MP is equal to tb#tF . By (5.9) this sum is direct. Therefore, the connected
components of MTP are the orbifolds
(MbW’~1(F))/„F (5.17)
for all b3B and all open faces F of P such that tb = tF"t. (These sets are connected,
because MbW’~1(F) is exactly the open stratum of a Þbre of the „F-moment map on MM b .)
Let pb3t*b denote the orbiweight of the tb-action on ‚ DMb and pN bF the orbiweight of the
t-action on the restriction of ‚P to the Þxed-point component (5.17). Then (5.11) implies
pN bF"(pb , 0)3t*b = t*F"t* (5.18)
which proves the Þrst part of the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.10. 1. „he orbiweight pN bF is the projection of pb onto the tangent space of
F along the aƒne space spanned by the virtual face ’(Mb).
2. If ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at level k, then there exists a neighbourhood
O of k in t* such that for every admissible polyhedronPLO the cut bundle ‚P is rigid on MP .
3. If ‚ is rigid, then so is ‚P for any admissible polyhedron P .
4. ‚et P be an admissible polyhedron and assume ‚ is a moment bundle. „hen ‚P is
a moment bundle on MP if and only if the aƒne subspace spanned byF contains the origin for
every open face F of P such that *WF is nonempty.
5. If ‚ is a moment bundle and P is an admissible cone with apex at the origin, then ‚P is
a moment bundle. If P@ is the shifted cone k#P, where k3t*, then the weight polytope of
‚P@ is contained in P when k is suƒciently small. Hence, by „heorem 5.1, the support of the
multiplicity function of ‚P{ is contained in P.
Proof. If ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial at level k, then by Lemma 3.7 there
exists a neighbourhood O of k in t* such that ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial on
’~1(O). This implies that if P lies in O, then pb"0 for all b andF such that MbW’~1(F)
is nonempty. Therefore ‚P is rigid by 1. This proves 2.
If ‚ is rigid, then pb"0 for all b by Lemma 3.11 and hence ‚P is rigid for any admissible
P by 1. This proves 3.
For the proof of 4, let ıF and ıb denote the inclusions of tF , resp. tb , into t. Since ‚ is
a moment bundle, pb"ı*b ’(m) by Lemma 3.11. The cut bundle ‚P is therefore a moment
bundle if and only if pb"’(m)"(ı*F’ (m), ı*b ’(m)) for all open faces F of P and all
m3’~1 (F) such that t
m
"tb . This condition amounts to ı*F’(m)"0 for all m3’~1(F),
which is equivalent to FL(tF)0 whenever ’(M)WF is nonempty.
The Þrst statement under 5 is evident from 4. For the second statement consider an
arbitrary orbiweight p6 bF{ of ‚P{ . By 1 it is equal to the projection of ’(m) onto the tangent
space of F@ for some m3Mb . Here the open face F@ of P@ and b3B are such that F@ and
’(Mb) intersect transversely at ’(m). NowF@ is of the form k#F, whereF is an open face
ofP. IfF"M0N then p6 bF{"0, which is inP. IfFOM0N, let us choose an inner product on
t* such that the decomposition t*"t*b = t*F is orthogonal. Then the distance d of ’ (m)3F@
to the boundary ofF@ is positive. This implies that as long as DkD(d the projection of ’(m)
ontoF is contained in the interior of F, so in particular p6 bF{ is in P. Since the number of
orbiweights p6 bF{ is Þnite, we get only Þnitely many such conditions on k and conclude that
*
LP@
LP if k is suƒciently small. K
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Proof of „heorem 2.7 (Abelian case). The proof of 1 is in Section 5.1. For the proof of
2 we may assume that „ acts e⁄ectively on M and, after shifting the moment map if
necessary, that k"0. Let *@ be the unique closed face of * that contains 0 in its (relative)
interior. Then *@ is the image under ’ of a component M@ of the Þxed-point set of a certain
subtorus „@ of „. Now pr
(t{)*
(*@) is a vertex of pr
(t{)*
(*), which is the moment polytope of
M for the „@-action, and the symplectic quotient of M at pr
(t{)*
(*@) with respect to „@ is M@.
Proposition 5.7 implies that RR(M, ‚)"RR(M@, ‚ D
M{
). We may therefore assume that 0 is
in the interior of *.
Consider Þrst the case that 0 is a quasi-regular value of ’. Then 0 is in fact a regular
value, because every Þbre over an interior point of * intersects the principal stratum of
M and „ acts generically freely. This implies that there exists an admissible polyhedral
subdivision P of t* such that 03P. (For instance, we can take each element of P to be
a suitable simplicial cone with vertex 0.) Then ‚P is rigid for every P3P by Lemma 5.10
and 0 is a vertex of every P. Consequently RR(MP , ‚P)"RR(M0 , ‚0) by Proposition 5.7.
Combining the Euler identity
+
P|P
(!1)#0$*.P"1 (5.19)
with (5.12) we infer that RR(M, ‚)"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
).
Consider Þnally the case that 0 is a singular value of ’. Since „ is abelian and M is
compact, the blowups at each stage of the desingularization process of Section 4.1.2 are
globally deÞned and give rise to a compact Hamiltonian „-orbifold (MI , uJ , ’3 ) and a glo-
bally deÞned rigid orbibundle ‚I on MI . Theorem 5.8 implies that RR(M, ‚)"RR(MI , ‚I ).
Because 0 is a quasi-regular value of ’3 , the „-equivariant part of the latter is equal to
RR(MI
0
, ‚I
0
), which is equal to RR(M
0
, ‚
0
) by DeÞnition 2.3. K
Proof of „heorem 2.5 (Abelian case). By Lemma 5.10 there exists a neighbourhood O of
k such that ‚P is rigid on MP for all admissiblePLO. Let l be any point in O. Choose any
set of labels S"M(v
1
, r
1
), (v
2
, r
2
), 2, (vn, rn)N such that the associated polyhedron P has
dimension dim„, is contained in O, and contains k and l in its interior. By Lemma 5.4
admissibility is a generic condition, so a small perturbation of the parameters (r
1
, 2 , rn)
will changeP into an admissible polytope that still satisÞes k, l3P andPLO. Then ‚P is
rigid on MP , so Theorem 2.7 implies RR(Mk , ‚k)"RR(MP , ‚P)"RR(Ml, ‚l). K
Proof of „heorem 2.9 (Abelian case). As in the proof of Theorem 2.7 we can reduce the
general case to the case where „ acts e⁄ectively and that 0 is an interior point of *. (Here we
apply Proposition 5.7 and Addendum 5.9, where H"„/„@.)
Again, we handle Þrst the case that 0 is a regular value of ’. Let P be an admissible
polyhedral subdivision of t* consisting of cones centred at the origin. Then ‚P is a moment
bundle on MP for every P3P by Lemma 5.10. By Proposition 5.7,
RR(MP , ‚P)T"RR(M0, ‚0) (5.20)
because 0 is a vertex of *WP. Applying the gluing formula and (5.19) we Þnd
RR(M, ‚)T"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
).
If 0 is a singular value, we can choose P such that the shifted cones P@"k#P for
P3P are admissible for k suƒciently close to 0. The weight for the „-action on
‚k"‚P{ D’~1P{ (k) is trivial and the set of weights for the „-action on ‚P{ DMTP{(k) is contained in
P by Lemma 5.10. Hence
RR(MP{
, ‚P{)T"RR(Mk , ‚k) (5.21)
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by Proposition 5.7. Putting together the gluing formula, (5.19) and Theorem 2.5 we obtain
RR(M, ‚)T"RR(M
0
, ‚
0
). K
Proof of „heorem 2.14 (Abelian case). Assuming that the theorem is true, by taking
„-invariants on both sides we deduce that
N
L~˙
(0)"G
(!1)$*.* RR(M
0
, ‚~1
0
)
0
if 03int *
otherwise.
(5.22)
We assert that the theorem is in fact equivalent to (5.22). This follows from a variant of the
shifting trick, which in this abelian situation allows us to write
N
L~˙
(k)"RR(M]MkN, ‚~1 K] (E
~k)~1)T"RR(M]MkN, (‚K]E~k)~1)T
"G
(!1)$*.* RR(M
~k , (‚ 4)*&5~k )~1)
0
if !k3int *
otherwise.
(5.23)
The Þrst equality follows from the Ku‹ nneth formula and the fact that the character f
~k is
dual to fk; and the third equality follows from (5.22). It is clear that (5.23) implies
Theorem 2.14.
The proof of (5.22) proceeds in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2.9. The only
di⁄erence is that (5.20) is replaced by
RR(MP , ‚~1P )T"G
RR(M
0
, ‚~1
0
)
0
if P"M0N
otherwise
and (5.21) by
RR(MP{
, ‚~1P{ )T"G
RR(Mk , ‚~1k )
0
if P"M0N
otherwise
both of which follow from Proposition 5.7. K
5.2.3. Asymptotic moment bundles. The above proofs of Theorems 2.9 and 2.14 do not
generalize directly to the nonabelian case. We need to extend the discussion to a class of
orbibundles that are ÔÔalmostÕÕ moment bundles. Let M be a „-orbifold Þbring over the
interval (0, 1]. Assume that the bundle projection has compact Þbres and is „-invariant. Let
L be a line orbibundle over M and (u, ’) a relative equivariant symplectic form on M in the
sense of Appendix A.2. Let us denote the Þbre of M over t by Mt and the restrictions of L,
u and ’ to Mt by ‚t, ut and ’t, respectively. Then all Þbres Mt are Hamiltonian
„-orbifolds; they are equivariantly di⁄eomorphic (but not necessarily symplectomorphic)
to one another; and the orbibundles ‚t are equivariantly isomorphic to one another. It
follows that the „-character RR(Mt, ‚t) is independent of t.
We call L an asymptotic moment bundle if for all components F of the Þxed-point set
MT the limit of ’(FWMt) as tP0 exists and is equal to the orbiweight of the „-action on
L DF . Here ’(FWMt) is the (constant) value of ’ on FWMt. Let *t denote the moment
polytope of Mt; then the limit polytope *"lim
t?0
*t is well-deÞned. As in Lemma 3.11 one
shows that p
m
"lim
t?0
ı*
m
’t (m), where p3t*
m
is the character deÞning the action of („
m
)0 on
‚
m
and ı
m
: t
m
Pt is the inclusion.
Let us now for each k3* select a path ck(t) in t* deÞned for 0(t)1 such that ck(t)3*t
and lim
t?0
ck (t)"k. Then for all m3Mt such that ’(m)"ck(t) we have pm"
lim
t?0
ck (t)"k. It follows that for all k and all t the orbibundle ‚t K]E~k is almost
equivariantly locally trivial at level ck(t), so that
(‚t) 4)*&5ck (t)"(‚t K]E~k) D(’t)~˙(ck (t))/„
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is a well-deÞned orbibundle on M tck (t) . The proof of the following result is completely
analogous to that of Theorems 2.9 and 2.14 in the abelian case.
THEOREM 5.11. ‚et L be an asymptotic moment bundle on M. „hen for 0(t)1
RR(Mt, ‚t)" +
k|"*W*
RR(M tck (t) , (‚t) 4)*&5ck (t)) fk ,
RR(Mt, (‚t)~1)"(!1)$*.* +
k|"*W*/5 *
RR(M tck (t) , ((‚t) 4)*&5ck (t))~1) f~k .
5.3. Delzant spaces III
Let S"M(v
1
, r
1
), (v
2
, r
2
), 2 , (vn, rn)N be a set of labels for the torus „. Assume that the
associated polyhedron P is nonempty and compact and that its dimension is equal to
k"dim „. Suppose that the r
i
are integers, so that P is a rational polyhedron. We assert
that the Delzant space DS is prequantizable in the sense of Example 2.8.
Indeed, the vector r"(r
1
, 2, rn)3(Zn)* deÞnes a real inÞnitesimal weight of the torus
„n"Rn/Zn. This implies that the cotangent bundle „*„ is „n]„-equivariantly prequan-
tizable. The prequantum line bundle is the trivial line bundle ‚
T*T
"„*„]C, where
„n acts with weight!r on the Þbre and „ acts trivially on the Þbre. By (2.3) the „n-moment
map corresponding to this equivariant line bundle is the map t
r
given by (3.20). A „n]„-
equivariant prequantum line bundle on Cn is the trivial line bundle ‚Cn"Cn]C, where
„n and „ both act trivially on the Þbre. The bundle ‚"‚
T*T
K]‚Cn is then a „n]„-
equivariant prequantum line bundle on „*„]Cn and the associated moment map for the
„n-action is given by (3.21). The upshot is that the quotient ‚S"‚//„n is a „-equivariant
prequantum line orbibundle on the Delzant space DS and that the associated moment map
is (S .
If P is a lattice polytope (i.e. all its vertices are in "*), then it is not diƒcult to see that
‚
T*T
is „n-equivariantly locally trivial, so ‚
0
is in fact a genuine line bundle.
By Proposition 3.15, for m3Z the Delzant space D
mS
is symplectomorphic to DS with
m times its symplectic form. It is not hard to check that under this symplectomorphism
‚
mS
pulls back to the mth tensor power ‚mS . The next result follows immediately from
Theorems 2.9 and 2.14 and the fact that DS is multiplicity-free.
PROPOSITION 5.12. For all m3N
RR(DS , ‚mS) (z)" +
k|"*WmP
zk,
RR(DS , ‚~mS ) (z)"(!1)k +
k|"*Wint (mP)
z~k
as rational functions on „C.
For every nonnegative integer m, let p (m) denote the number of lattice points in mP.
Then by Proposition 5.12, RR(DS , ‚mS) (1)"p (m) and RR(DS , ‚~mS ) (1) is (!1)k times the
number of lattice points in the interior of mP. The following result was proved for simple
rational polytopes in [35].
COROLLARY 5.13. „he counting function p is a quasi-polynomial, whose period is a divisor
of the smallest positive integer l such that lP is a lattice polytope. It satisÞes the Ehrhart
reciprocity law p(!m)"(!1)kd("*Wint(mP)).
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Proof. We deÞned DS as the symplectic quotient M0
of M"„*„]Cn and ‚S as the
quotient ‚
0
of the line bundle ‚"‚
T*T
K]‚Cn . Select a small regular value g of t3 r; then
RR(DS , ‚mS)"RR(Mg , ‚mg ) for all m3Z by Theorem 2.5. The result now follows from
Proposition 5.12 and the Kawasaki—Riemann—Roch formula for Mg and ‚mg . K
This implies the well-known result that the counting function of a lattice polytope is
polynomial (see e.g. [14]). Recall from Section 4.4 that the shift desingularization Mg is none
other than the Delzant space associated to the labelled polytope (Sg , Pg), whereSg is as in
(4.2). Guillemin pointed out in [16] that Proposition 5.12 leads to an Euler—MacLaurin
type formula for the number of lattice points in P, namely
p(1)"lim
g?0
+
F^P
TF A
L
LgB vol Pg . (5.24)
Here vol Pg is the normalized Euclidean volume of Pg and the TF are certain inÞnite-
order di⁄erential operators associated to the faces of P. These operators depend on the
component of the set of regular values containing g; see [16] for details. There is an
analogous formula involving the moment polytope PI e associated to the canonical desin-
gularization of DS . These identities are generalizations of the Khovanskii—Pukhlikov
formula for the number of lattice points in a simply laced lattice polytope. Purely combina-
torial proofs were given independently by Brion and Vergne [7]. See their paper for
a discussion of the relationship between (5.24) and similar formulae proven by Cappell and
Shaneson [9].
6. THE GENERAL CASE
This section contains the proofs of the remaining theorems of Section 2 for general
compact groups. We reduce the general case to the abelian case by means of the cross-
section theorem and local symplectic cutting with respect to certain subtori of the maximal
torus. In this section (M, u, ’) denotes a compact connected Hamiltonian G-orbifold with
moment polytope * and ‚ denotes a G-equivariant line orbibundle on M.
6.1. Induction and cutting
In this section we prove Theorems 2.5 and 2.7. We start by observing that Theorem 2.7 is
true at ÔÔmaximalÕÕ values of ’. Let ’
T
"prt* ¡’ be the moment map for the „-action on M.
Choose an invariant inner product on g* and let D ) D denote the associated norm.
LEMMA 6.1. ‚et k be a point in * of maximal norm. „hen ’~1(k) is a component of the
Þxed-point set MGk and is equal to ’~1
T
(k). It follows that k is a quasi-regular value
of ’.
Proof. Recall that the moment polytope for the „-action is equal to
’
T
(M)"hull’(MT)"hull(W )*). This implies that k is a vertex of ’
T
(M) and therefore
’~1
T
(k)"’~1(k#t0) is a component of MT. Because the norm on g* is invariant we have
D’(x) D)DkD for all x3M, which for x3’~1(k#t0) is only possible if ’(x)"k. This shows
’~1(k)"’~1
T
(k). Now Gk is a connected subgroup of maximal rank of G, so ’~1(k), being
both invariant under the Gk-action and Þxed under the „-action, is Þxed under Gk. Since all
points in ’~1 (k) are of the same Gk-orbit type, k is a quasi-regular value. K
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Putting this together with Theorem 2.7 (part 1 of which we proved in Section 5.1 and
part 2 of which we proved in the abelian case in Section 5.2) and Addendum 5.9, we obtain
the following.
LEMMA 6.2. ‚et k be as in ‚emma 6.1 and suppose ‚ is rigid. „hen RR(M, ‚)"
RR(M, ‚)G"RR(Mk , ‚k). Given another ‚ie group H that acts on ‚ and M in such a way
that the action commutes with that of G and the action on M is symplectic, this holds as an
equality of virtual characters of H.
What is the relationship between the equivariant index of M and that of its cross-
sections ‰p? Recall that for every open wall p of the Weyl chamber t*‘ the induction map
IndG
Gp
is deÞned as the unique homomorphism f : Rep GpPRepG such that
IndG
T
" f ¡ IndGpT . More speciÞcally, let k3"*p,‘L"* be a dominant weight for Gp and let
sp,k3Rep Gp be the corresponding irreducible character. Then
IndG
Gp
sp,k"IndGTfk
which is also equal to RR(Gk, Ek) by (2.5).
Let ‰p be the cross-section of M over p as deÞned in Section 3.2. We say that ‰p is
a global cross-section of M if M"G‰p , or equivalently, * is a subset of the open star Zq¤p
q of p.
PROPOSITION 6.3. 1. ‚et Yp be a compact almost complex Gp-orbifold and Lp a Gp-
equivariant line orbibundle onYp . ‚etM be the almost complex G-orbifold G]GpYp equipped
with the G-equivariant orbibundle L induced by Lp . „hen RR(M,L)"IndGGp RR(Yp ,Lp).
2. If ‰p is a global cross-section of M, then RR(M, ‚)"IndGGp RR(‰p , ‚p).
Proof. The proof of 1 is closely analogous to the proof of the quantum cross section
theorem of [34]. If ‰p is a global cross-section, then M"G]Gp ‰p by Theorem 3.5, so 2 is
evident from 1. K
A global cross-section ‰p is nontrivial if ‰pOM, that is to say pOa*. Usually M does
not possess nontrivial global cross-sections, but even then we can obtain information on its
equivariant index by dint of nonabelian symplectic cutting, which was invented by Wood-
ward [45]. It is based on the fact that M is the union Zp^t*
‘
Mp of the G-invariant open
subsets Mp"G‰p , each of which carries a Hamiltonian action of the torus Ap which
commutes with the action of G. This action is deÞned by identifying Mp with G]G
p‰p as in
the symplectic cross-section theorem and extending the natural Ap-action on ‰p to an
action on Mp which commutes with G. In other words, for a Gp-orbit [g, y] in G]Gp‰p and
t3Ap we put t ) [g, y]"[g, ty]. This is well-deÞned because Ap commutes with Gp . The
restriction of ‚ to Mp acquires likewise a Ap-action that commutes with G. The moment
map for Ap is the unique G-invariant extension of the Ap-moment map on ‰p and can be
described as follows. Let
’
‘
: MPt*
‘
be the composition of ’ with the quotient mapping q deÞned in (3.13). The moment map of
the Ap-action on ‰p is equal to prp ¡’DYp , where prp is the canonical projection t*Pa*p .
Now observe that prp"prp ¡ q on g*pLg*, and hence prp ¡’"prp ¡’‘ on ‰p . The
Ap-moment map on Mp is therefore equal to the G-invariant map prp ¡ ’‘ DMp . This is
a smooth map for all p, even though ’
‘
is in general not smooth.
Now let S be a set of labels in t* and P its associated polyhedron.
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DeÞnition 6.4. The pair (S,P) is admissible or G-admissible with respect to M if S has
constant excess and the following conditions hold for all open faces F of P:
1. for all walls p such that pWFW* is nonempty, „S is a subtorus of Ap;
2. the action of „F on ’~1(FWt*‘) is locally free.
As in the abelian case, admissibility depends only on the polyhedron P, not on S, and
condition 2 is satisÞed generically. Condition 1 is tantamount to: for all p such that
pWFW*O0, the tangent space toF contains the annihilator of ap in t*; in other words the
orthogonal complement of p (with respect to any invariant inner product) is contained inF.
It implies that every wall p has an open neighbourhood Op inside star p such that
PWOpW*"pr~1p (Pp)WOpW*
where Pp"PWa*p . The symplectic cut (M @p)Pp of the G]Ap-invariant open subset
M@p"’~1(GOp) of Mp with respect to the polyhedronPp is then well-deÞned and condition
2 implies that it is an orbifold. For p^q there is a natural symplectic embedding of
a G-invariant open subset of (M @p)Pp into (Mq)Pq and the result of gluing the (M @p)Pp together
along these embeddings is a compact Hamiltonian G-orbifold (MP , uP , ’P), the symplectic
cut of M with respect to P. Its moment polytope *P is equal to *WP. The bundles (‚ DM@p)Pp
are likewise well-deÞned and can be pasted together to a global G-equivariant cut bundle
‚P on MP . See [34] for details. Put ’P,‘"q ¡ ’P . By analogy with (5.8) and (5.11), for every
open face F of P there are canonical isomorphisms
’~1P,‘ (F):’~1‘ (F)/„F
‚P D’~1P,‘(F):(‚ D’~1‘ (F))/„F .
Proof of „heorem 2.7. The proof of 1 is in Section 5.1. For the proof of 2 we consider Þrst
the case that * is contained in the degenerate wall a* of t*
‘
, where a is the centre of g. Then
M is in e⁄ect a Hamiltonian A-orbifold and the theorem reduces to the abelian case, which
was covered in Section 5.2.2.
Now consider the case that * is not contained in a*. Here the proof is by induction on
the dimension of M. We may assume that the result holds for all compact connected groups
H and all Hamiltonian H-orbifolds Q with dimQ(dimM. By Lemma 6.2,
RR(M, ‚)"RR(M, ‚)G"RR(Mk , ‚k) if k3* is of maximal norm. It therefore suƒces to
check that RR(Mk , ‚k) is independent of k3*.
First we show that RR(Mk , ‚k) is constant on the complement in * of a*. Let k and l be
in *!a* and let p be the largest open wall of t*
‘
such that k, l3star p. Then pOa* and
hence dim‰p(dimM. Choose an admissible polytopeP such thatPWt*‘ is a subset of the
star of p and k and l are in P. Put ‰p,P"(‰p)P and ‚p,P"(‚ DYp)P . By the induction
hypothesis the function that sends j to RR((‰p,P)j , (‚p,P)j) is constant onPW*. Moreover,
Mj"(‰p,P)j and ‚j"(‚p,P)j for all j in PW*, so the conclusion is RR(Mk , ‚k)"
RR(Ml , ‚l).
It remains to show that RR(Ml , ‚l)"RR(Mk , ‚k), where k3*Wa* and l is a point
close to k and contained in the principal face *
’%/
of *. Because a is the centre of g, we can
shift the moment map by k and may therefore assume that k"0.
Assume that 0 is a quasi-regular value of ’, so that ’~1(0)"Za for some a3A. By
Proposition 3.9, Ml is a symplectic Þbre orbibundle over M0 with general Þbre (Fa)l and
‚l is the pullback of ‚0 . Because l is a generic value of ’, it is a quasi-regular value and (Fa)l
is an orbifold. By Theorem B.1 (see Appendix B) we have RR(Ml , ‚l)"RR(M0 , ‚0)
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RR((Fa)l , C). Here Fa"(„*G]…p/¶a)//Ga , so Fa//G"(…a/¶a)//Ga is a point by
Lemma 3.2. Moreover, dimFa)dimMl(dimM, so RR((Fa)l, C)"RR((Fa)0 , C)"1 by
the induction hypothesis. The upshot is RR(Ml , ‚l)"RR(M0 , ‚0).
If 0 is not a quasi-regular value, consider the blowup (”I , uJ , ’3 ). As noted in the proof of
Theorem 4.8, for a suitable choice of the blowup parameters and a suƒciently small
quasi-regular value l of ’, ”I l is symplectomorphic to Ml and moreover ‚I l is isomorphic to
the pullback of ‚l . As 0 is a quasi-regular value of ’3 , we have RR(Ml , ‚l)"RR(”I 0 , ‚I 0),
which is by deÞnition equal to RR(M
0
, ‚
0
). K
Proof of „heorem 2.5. This follows from Theorem 2.7 just as in the abelian case. K
6.2. Multiplicities
This section contains the proofs of Theorems 2.9 and 2.14. The main ingredient is the
nonabelian gluing formula.
DeÞnition 6.5. An admissible or G-admissible polyhedral subdivision of t*
‘
is a collection
P satisfying the following conditions: every element of P is a G-admissible polyhedron in t*,
their union contains t*
‘
, for every element of P all its closed faces are in P, and the
intersection of any two elements of P is a closed face of each.
THEOREM 6.6 (gluing formula, [34]). ‚et P be an admissible polyhedral subdivision of t*
‘
.
„hen
RR(M, ‚)" +
P|P
(!1)#0$*. P RR(MP , ‚P) (6.1)
as virtual characters of G.
An example of an admissible polyhedral subdivision of t*
‘
is the subdivision that is dual
to the decomposition into walls, which can be described as follows. For p^q deÞne the
polyhedral cone Cpq in t* to be the product of a* and the cone in [g, g]* spanned by the
vectors
!a
j˙
,!a
j¨
, 2 ,!aj
r
and j
i˙
, j
i¨
, 2 , ji
s
. (6.2)
Here r"codim p, s"dim(qW[g, g]*), a
j˙
, a
j¨
, 2 , aj
r
are the positive simple roots perpen-
dicular to pW[g, g]*, and j
i˙
, j
i¨
, 2, ji
s
are the fundamental weights spanning the wall
qW[g, g]*. Hence
codimCpq"dim q!dimp. (6.3)
Now choose j in the interior of the Weyl chamber, let Ppq be the shifted cone j#Cpq , and
let Pj be the collection of all Ppr (see Fig. 3):
Pj"MPpq: p^q^t*‘N.
LEMMA 6.7. For generic j in int t*
‘
, Pj is an admissible polyhedral subdivision of t*‘.
Outline of Proof. The closed faces of Ppq are thePov with o^p and q^v, so Pj is closed
under inclusion of faces.
The intersection of Ppq and Pov is
PpqWPov"Pp?o,q@v
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Fig. 3. Admissible subdivision for SU(4), intersected with Weyl chamber. Shaded area represents shifted Weyl
chamber.
where p’o is the largest open face contained in p6 Wo6 and qsv is the smallest open face that
contains q and v in its closure. This implies that Pj is closed under taking intersections.
Every wall p is contained in the union of all P
vq with v^q^p, so Pj covers t*‘. In fact,
pWP
vqO0 if and only if v^q^p. (6.4)
It follows from (6.2) that the tangent space to P
vq contains the annihilator of av .
Therefore, if v^q^p, then the tangent space toP
vq contains a0p . We conclude from (6.4) that
all polyhedra in Pj satisfy condition 1 of DeÞnition 6.4 for all M. Furthermore, v^q implies
that the sets Mi
1
, i
2
, 2 , irN and M j1, j2 , 2 , jsN are disjoint, so the vectors (6.2) are linearly
independent, and consequently any (minimal) set of labels deÞningP
vq has constant excess.
Because condition 2 of DeÞnition 6.4 is satisÞed generically, we conclude that Pj is an
admissible polyhedral subdivision of t*
‘
for generic values of j. K
From (6.4) we obtain t*
‘
WPpqLstar q whenever p^q. This means that for all qOa* the
symplectic cut MPpq possesses a nontrivial global cross-section, namely the symplectic cut
‰pq"(‰q)Ppq of ‰q . Let ‚pq"(‚ DYp)Ppq denote the corresponding cut bundle. From Proposi-
tion 6.3, the gluing formula and (6.3) we obtain
RR(M, ‚)" +
p, q
p^q^t*
‘
(!1)$*. q~$*.p IndG
Gq
RR(‰pq , ‚pq). (6.5)
Henceforth let v denote the principal wall for M as deÞned in Section 3.2, so that *LvN . The
principal cone in Pj is Pvv and the principal cut of M is MPvv . The global cross-section ‰vv of
MP
vv
is a Hamiltonian G
v
-orbifold. Recall that [G
v
, G
v
] acts trivially on ‰
vv
, so that RR(‰
vv
)
is a trivial [G
v
, G
v
]-character and hence
IndG
Gv
RR(‰
vv
, ‚
vv
)"IndG
T
RR(‰
vv
, ‚
vv
).
Note further that all terms in (6.5) vanish except those for which p^q^v. For certain line
orbibundles the pair (‰
vv
, ‚
vv
) captures all the information needed to compute RR(M, ‚).
THEOREM 6.8 (Abelianization). Suppose that ‚ has the property that for all m3M the
action of the identity component of G
m
W[G’(m) , G’(m)] on the Þbre ‚m is trivial. ‚et v be the
principal wall for M. If j is generic and suƒciently small, then
RR(M, ‚)"IndG
T
RR(‰
vv
, ‚
vv
).
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According to Lemma 3.11 the assumption on ‚ is satisÞed for rigid, moment and dual
moment bundles.
Proof. Let q^v. We assert that if j is suƒciently small, then for all p^q the Gq-
equivariant orbibundle ‚pq on the Gq-orbifold ‰pq is rigid with respect to the subgroup
[Gq , Gq]. Note that ‰pq can be regarded as the symplectic cut of ‰qq with respect toPpq , so it
is enough to show this for p"q. The symplectic cross-section theorem enables us to reduce
this case to the case q"a*, where we need to show that for j small ‚ induces a [G, G]-rigid
orbibundle on ‰qq"’~1‘ (j#a*)/„W[G, G]. Now notice that the condition imposed on
‚ implies that ‚ is almost equivariantly locally trivial on ’~1(a*) with respect to the action
of [G, G]. Therefore, by Lemma 3.7, ‚ is [G, G]-almost equivariantly locally trivial on
’~1(Gj#a*) for suƒciently small j. The [G, G]-rigidity of ‚qq is now proved in the same
way as in 3 of Lemma 5.10.
It follows from the rigidity of ‚pq and part 1 of Theorem 2.7 that RR(‰pq , ‚pq) is constant
as a [Gq , Gq]-character and can therefore be regarded as a character of Aq or „. Since ‰pq is
equal to the symplectic cut (‰qq)Ppq , over the points in PpqW* it has the same Gq-symplectic
quotients as ‰qq . A fortiori, it has the same [Gq , Gq]-symplectic quotients and therefore by
the equivariant version of 2 of Theorem 2.7 (where we take G"[Gq , Gq] and H"Aq), we
have RR(‰pq , ‚pq)"RR(‰qq , ‚qq) as characters of Aq , and hence as characters of „, for all
p^q such that PpqW* is nonempty. From (6.5) we now conclude
RR(M, ‚)"+
q^v
+
p^qPpqW*O0
(!1)$*. q~$*. p IndG
T
RR(‰qq , ‚qq).
The result now follows from the combinatorial identities
+
p^qPpqW*O0
(!1)$*. q~$*. p"G
1
0
if q"v
otherwise
which derive from the fact that for any simplicial cone C the sum +F^C (!1)$*.F is
equal to 1 if C is a point and 0 otherwise. K
Proof of „heorem 2.9. Choose a generic j in the principal wall v. We can choose j so
small that whenever 0(t)1 the subdivision P
tj is G-admissible and Theorem 6.8 holds
with j replaced by tj. Let us denote by ‰ t the global cross-section of the principal cut
M with respect to P
tj and by ‚t the corresponding orbibundle. In view of Theorem 6.8 and
the fact that sk"IndGTfk we need only show that
RR(‰ t, ‚t)" +
k|"*W*
RR(Mk , ‚ 4)*&5k ) fk . (6.6)
Now ‚t is not a moment bundle on ‰ t, so the abelian result proved in Section (10) does not
directly apply. Notice however that L"Z
0:tx1
‚t is an asymptotic moment bundle on
Y"Z
0:tx1
‰ t as deÞned in Section 5.2.3. Using the notation of that section we obtain
from Theorem 5.11 that for 0(t)1
RR(‰ t, ‚t)" +
k|"*W*
RR(‰ tck(t) , (‚t) 4)*&5ck (t) ) fk.
In addition, it follows from the cross-section theorem that the quotients ‰ tck (t) and Mck(t) are
isomorphic and also (‚t)4)*&5ck(t):‚ 4)*&5ck(t) , so
RR(‰tck(t) , (‚t) 4)*&5ck (t) )"RR(Mck(t), ‚ 4)*&5ck(t) )"RR(Mk , ‚ 4)*&5k )
by Theorem 2.5. This proves (6.6). K
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Proof of „heorem 2.14. The proof of the multiplicity formula (2.8) is completely analog-
ous to the proof of Theorem 2.9. The formula implies that the support of the multiplicity
function is contained in the orbit of!int* under the aƒne action w@k"w(k#o)!o of W,
suppN
L~˙
L!o# Z
w|W
w (o!int *). (6.7)
Since int * is entirely contained in the principal open wall p of M, it follows from Lemma 6.9
below that the intersection of the right-hand side of (6.7) with "*
‘
is contained in
* (int *!2(o!op)). K
LEMMA 6.9. ‚et j be a dominant weight and let p be the open wall of t*
‘
containing j. ‚et
wp be the longest element in the …eyl group WpLW of the centralizer Gp . „hen the following
conditions are equivalent.
1. „here exists w3W such that w @ (!j) is dominant;
2. j!o is regular;
3. wp (j!o) is dominant regular;
4. j!2(o!op) is dominant.
If 1 holds, then w"w
0
wp and w @ (!j)"(j!2(o!op))*"j*!2(o!o*p ).
Proof. Let R be the root system of G and Rp"Ma3R: (j, a\ )"0N the root system of Gp .
Let R‘ and R‘p denote the corresponding sets of positive roots and % and %p the
corresponding systems of simple roots. Note that wp Þxes p, so wpj"j. Furthermore,
wp permutes the elements of R‘!R‘p and sends R‘p to R~p . This implies
wpo"o!2op and wp (j!o)"j#2op!o. (6.8)
If w @ (!j) is dominant for some w3W, then w (!j#o) is dominant regular, so j!o
is regular. This shows that 1 implies 2. The implications 3N4N1 are obvious from (6.8).
Next we show that 2 implies 3. We need to show that (j!o, wpa\ )’0 for all positive
roots a. If a3R‘p , then (j!o, wpa\ )"(j!o, !a\ )"(o, a\ )’0. Since wp maps R‘!R‘p to
itself, it remains to show that (j!o, a\ )’0 for all a3R‘!R‘p . We can write
a"b
1
#b
2
#2#b
k
, where b
1
, b
2
, 2 , bk are simple and every partial sum
c
i
"b
1
#b
2
#2#b
i
is in R‘. Because a is not in R‘p , at least one of the bi is not in R‘p ,
and it is not hard to see that we may take i"1. Then (j, c\
1
)"(j, b[
1
) is a positive integer
and (j!o, c\
1
)"(j, c\
1
)!1, so (j!o, c\
1
)*0. Hence (j!o, c\
1
)’0, because j!o is
regular. Also, for every i, (j!o, c\
i‘1
!c\
i
)"(j!o, b[
i‘1
) is either a positive integer (if
b
i‘1
NR‘p ) or equal to !1 (if b i‘13R‘p ). This implies that if (j!o, a\ )"(j!o, c\ k) was
negative, then (j!o, c\
i
) would be equal to 0 for some i, which contradicts the regularity of
j!o. We conclude that (j!o, a\ )’0.
Finally, if 1 holds, then !w(j!o) is dominant regular, and so is wp (j!o) by 3. It
follows that w"w
0
wp and hence w @ (!j)"j*!2o#2o*p by (6.8). K
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APPENDIX A: NORMAL FORMS
Section A.1 contains a brief review of minimal coupling and some observations on
deformation equivalence and equivariant blowing up. In Section A.2 we prove a relative
version of the constant-rank embedding theorem and a number of related embedding and
deformation results.
A.1. Minimal coupling
Let (B, u
B
) be a symplectic orbifold and P nPB a principal H-orbibundle, where H is
a compact Lie group. Let h3)1(P, h) be a principal connection on P and (Q, u
Q
) a Hamil-
tonian H-orbifold with moment map ’
Q
: QPh*. Let pr
P,Q
denote the projection from
P]Q onto P, resp. Q, and let S) , )T: h*]hPR be the dual pairing. Then the two-form
pr*
P
n*u
B
#pr*
Q
u
Q
#dSpr*
Q
’
Q
, pr*
P
hT
on the principal orbibundle
H"P]Q"P]HQ
is basic, and therefore descends to a closed two-form on the associated orbibundle
P]HQ, which is called the minimal coupling form. The following result is due to Sternberg.
A proof for the manifold case can be found in [20]. The generalization to orbifolds is
straightforward.
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THEOREM A.1. 1. „he minimal coupling form is nondegenerate in a neighbourhood of
P]H’~1
Q
(0).
2. A Hamiltonian G-action on B with moment map (
B
: BPg* that lifts to an action on
P by h-preserving principal orbibundle automorphisms induces a Hamiltonian G-action on
P]HQ. „he moment map on P]HQ is a sum ’
B
#’h , where ’B and ’h are deÞned as follows:
S’
B
, mT and S’h , mT are the functions induced by the H-invariant functions pr*Pn*S(B , mT,
resp. Spr*
Q
’
Q
, pr*
P
ı(m
P
)hT.
3. A Hamiltonian action of a ‚ie group G@ on Q with moment map (
Q
: QP(g@)* that
commutes with the action of H induces on G@-action on P]H Q, which is Hamiltonian with
moment map induced by the H-invariant map pr*
Q
(
Q
.
Here an automorphism of a Þbre orbibundle refers to a di⁄eomorphism of the total space
that preserves the structure group and maps Þbres to Þbres and hence induces a di⁄eomor-
phism from the base onto itself. (In the case of the principal orbibundle P this simply means
an H-equivariant di⁄eomorphism of the total space.)
Weinstein observed that the associated orbibundle can also be obtained as a symplectic
quotient. The universal phase space of the principal orbibundle P is the orbifold P]h*. It
carries a closed two-form uh"pr*Pn*uB#dSprh* , pr*PhT, which is nondegenerate in
a neighbourhood of P]M0N. The H-action on the universal phase space is Hamiltonian with
moment map given by prh*. The H-action on P]h*]Q is therefore Hamiltonian with
moment map given by
((p, b, q)"b#’
Q
(q).
Since the H-action on P is locally free, the symplectic quotient (P]h*]Q)//H is a symplec-
tic orbifold. The map (p, q)> (p,!’
Q
(q), q) is an H-equivariant di⁄eomorphism onto
(~1(0), and therefore descends to a di⁄eomorphism
P]HQ"(P]h*]Q)//H
which one can easily show to be symplectic (with respect to the minimal coupling form
deÞned by the connection on P). Sometimes the form uh on the universal phase space is
globally nondegenerate.
Example A2. Suppose H is a subgroup of G acting on G by right multiplication. Let B be
the symplectic manifold „* (G/H) and deÞne P to be the pullback of the bundle BPG/H
under the projection GPG/H. Let us identify „*G with G]g* by means of left-invariant
one-forms. Then B:G]Hh0, where h0 is the annihilator of h in g*, so P:G]h0 is
a principal H-bundle over B. Choose a G-equivariant connection h on P, that is an
H-equivariant splitting g"h=m. Then h0:m* and we can identify h* with a subspace of
g*. We thus obtain a di⁄eomorphism from P]h*:G]h0]h* to „*G:G]g*, and it is
easy to see that the pullback of the standard symplectic form on „*G is equal to uh . Thus
uh is symplectic globally. We conclude that the associated bundle
F (H, Q)"G]H (h0]Q):P]HQ:(„*G]Q)//H (A.1)
is a symplectic orbifold. (In this example F (H, Q) is not merely an orbibundle but a genuine
locally trivial Þbre bundle, whose Þbres happen to be orbifolds.)
Now note that the action of G on itself by left multiplication lifts to a Hamiltonian
G-action on B"„* (G/H) and to an action on P by orbibundle automorphisms that
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preserve the connection. By 2 of Theorem A1 we obtain a Hamiltonian G-action on F (H, Q)
with moment map given by
[g, b, q]> g (b#’
Q
(q)), (A.2)
where [g, b, q] dePnotes the H-orbit through (g, b, q)3G]h0]Q. The zero level set is
therefore the bundle G]H’~1
Q
(0), and F (H, Q)//G:Q//H (reduction in stages).
Finally, let K be a compact Lie subgroup of Di⁄ (Q) containing the image of H under the
action map o: HPDi⁄ (Q). Suppose that K acts on Q in a Hamiltonian fashion and that the
H-moment map ’
Q
is equal to the K-moment map followed by the natural map o*: k*Ph*.
Let N
G]K
(H) be the normalizer of H under the embedding HPG]K given by
h> (h, o (h)). Then the quotient
K (H, Q)"N
G]K
(H)/H (A.3)
acts on F (H, Q) in a Hamiltonian fashion, and the action commutes with the action of G.
This group has a particularly simple interpretation.
LEMMA A3. „he group K(H, Q) is canonically isomorphic to Aut(F(H, Q))G, the group of
G-equivariant automorphisms of the Þbre bundle F(H, Q) that preserve the structure group K.
Example A4. As in Section 4.1.1 let S be a locally closed G-invariant symplectic
suborbifold of the Hamiltonian G-orbifold M with normal bundle N and let K be
a G-invariant compact subset of M such thatKWS is closed. Choose a G-invariant complex
structure on N; then N:P]U(k)Ck, where P is the unitary frame orbibundle of N.
According to 2 of Theorem A.1, a neighbourhood of the zero section in N is a Hamiltonian
G-orbifold. Its moment map ’
N
"’
S
#’h has the property that ’~1N (0)WS"’~1S (0).
As noted in Section 4.1.1 there exist d’0 and a G-invariant open neighbourhood ” of
K such that over ”WS the minimal coupling form is nondegenerate on the disc bundle N (d)
and N(d) D
UWS
embeds properly, equivariantly and symplectically into ”. For all e(d the
blowup Bl(”, S, u, j, h, ı, e) of ” along S is well-deÞned. Let us now assume that the
projection pr
S
preserves the level set ’~1
N
(0), in other words, pr
S
’~1
N
(0)"’~1
S
(0), or
equivalently, ’~1
N
(0) is equal to ’~1
S
(0)W’~1h (0). This implies that ’~1N (0) is a conical
subset of N, because ’
B
is constant along the Þbres of pr
S
and ’h is quadratic. If e0(e1 we
can retract the orbifold ”!N (e
0
) smoothly and equivariantly onto ”!N (e
1
) by pushing
points outward along the Þbres of N. This retraction leaves the complement of N (d) in
” Þxed and preserves the zero level set of ’
N
. It therefore induces a deformation equiva-
lence between the e
0
-blowup and the e
1
-blowup.
LEMMA A5. If the projection pr
S
preserves the zero Þbre of ’
N
, then for all e
0
and e
1
(d
the blowups Bl(”, S, u, j, h, ı, e
0
) and Bl(”, S, u, j, h, ı, e
1
) are deformation equivalent as
Hamiltonian G-orbifolds.
A.2. Embedding theorems
In this section we present an addendum to the constant-rank embedding theorem and
some other embedding and deformation results that rely on a straightforward extension of
MoserÕs method for proving the Darboux Theorem. MoserÕs method shows that under
certain conditions the fact that two symplectic forms are deformation equivalent implies
that they are strongly isotopic. It is a trivial observation that the isotopy obtained by
MoserÕs method ÔÔdepends smoothly on parametersÕÕ. This leads to a relative version of the
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constant-rank embedding theorem and also enables us in certain cases to deform a path of
di⁄eomorphisms to a path of symplectomorphisms.
The details are as follows. Let B be an orbifold and let n: MPB be a Þbre orbibundle
over B. A relative symplectic form on M or a symplectic form on M over B is a two-form u on
the vertical tangent orbibundle „
7%35
M"ker dn, the restriction of which to every Þbre of
n is closed and nondegenerate. It is obvious how to deÞne, in the presence of G-actions on
B and M such that n is equivariant, a relative moment map ’: MPg* for the action.
Consider a smooth path u
t
of relative symplectic forms on M deÞned for 0)t)1.
Denote by uR
t
the t-derivative of u
t
and suppose that uR
t
"dnpt , where p:
[0, 1]P! ("1„
7%35
M) is a smooth path of vertical one-forms on M, and dn denotes the
vertical exterior derivative. DeÞne a time-dependent vertical vector Þeld $
t
on M by
$
t
"!uE
t
p
t
where uE
t
: („
7%35
M)*P„
7%35
M denotes the lowering operator associated to u, and let t
t
be
its ßow. Then clearly t
t
preserves the Þbres of n and ‚($
t
)u
t
"!uR
t
, so
t*
t
u
t
"u
0
(A.4)
for those t and those points of M at which the ßow t
t
is deÞned.
Sometimes there is a natural choice for the one-forms p
t
and an a priori estimate for the
existence interval of the ßow t
t
.
Example A6. Let Y be a Þbre orbibundle over B and YPM a locally closed embed-
ding that commutes with the projections YPB and MPB. Regard Y as a subset of
M and suppose that uR
t
DY"0. Let OPB be a relative tubular neighbourhood of Y (i.e. the
Þbres of O are tubular neighbourhoods of the Þbres of Y) and deÞne a homotopy I:
O][0, 1]PO by radial retraction along the Þbres of the orbibundle projection prY:
OPY. Then I
1
"idO and I0"prY . Let iI be the associated chain homotopy on the de
Rham complex of O, which is given by i
I
a": ı(L/Lt)I*a dt for a3)(O). Put p
t
"i
I
uR
t
.
Then
dnpt"dniIuR t"dniIuR t#iIdnuR t"uR t!pr*Y (uR t DY)"uR t .
Furthermore, $
t
"0 on Y, so Y is Þxed under the ßow t
t
. It follows that there exists an
open neighbourhood O@ of Y contained in O such that the ßow t
t
is deÞned for all t3[0, 1]
and all initial values in O@.
As a Þrst application of the relative Moser method, we show how in special circumstan-
ces an isotopy can be deformed to a symplectic isotopy.
Example A7. In the setting of Example A6, let B"[0, 1], M"M]B, and Y"‰]B.
Here M is an orbifold and ‰ a locally closed suborbifold of M. Let u be a Þxed symplectic
form on M and let F: O]BPO be an isotopy of a tubular neighbourhood O of ‰ leaving
‰ pointwise Þxed. Assume that F is symplectic at all points of ‰ in the sense that
(F*
b
u)
y
"u
y
for all b3B and all y in ‰. (We do not assume that F starts at the identity.) Put
O"O]B. DeÞne a path of vertical two-forms u
t
on O by putting u
t
"(1!t)u#tF*
b
u
on O]MbNLO. Then (u
t
)
y
"u
y
for all y3Y, so u
t
is symplectic on a neighbourhood of
Y in O. Furthermore, on ‰]MbN we have uR
t
"(!u#F*
b
u)"0, so uR
t
"0 on Y. We are
therefore in the situation of Example A.6 and obtain a ßow t
t
: O@PO which is deÞned for
all t and for all initial values in a small open O@ containing Y and satisÞes (A.4). We may
assume O@ is of the form O@]B for some open subset O@ of O containing ‰. For b3B let o
b
:
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O@PO@]MbN be the di⁄eomorphism o
b
(m)"(m, b). For each t3[0, 1] deÞne an isotopy F (t):
O@]BPO by F (t)
b
"F
b
o~1
b
t
t
o
b
. Then F (0)"F and (F (1)
b
)*u"(o~1
b
)*t*
1
o*
b
F*
b
u"u, so
F (1) is symplectic. This means that we have constructed a path of isotopies joining F"F (0)
to the symplectic isotopy F (1).
We note two additional properties of t
t
. Firstly, if F
b
is a symplectomorphism for some
b3B, then on O@]MbN we have p
t
"i
I
uR
t
"0 for all t and so $
t
"0. Therefore the ßow t
t
is
trivial on O@]MbN. Secondly, suppose that u is invariant under the action of a compact Lie
group K which leaves ‰ invariant and preserves the projection OP‰. Then if F
b
is
K-equivariant for some b3B, the ßow t
t
is equivariant on O@]MbN.
In this context we also have the following elementary result.
LEMMA A8. Every symplectic isotopy O@][0, 1]PO that leaves ‰ Þxed and starts at the
identity is Hamiltonian.
Proof. Let F be such an isotopy. Consider its inÞnitesimal generator g
b
(where b3[0, 1])
and note that the one-form b"ı (g
b
)u is closed because F is symplectic, and that bD
Y
"0
because ‰ is Þxed under H. The function i
I
b satisÞes di
I
b"di
I
b#i
I
db"b!
pr*
Y
(bD
Y
)"b"ı (g
b
)u. In other words, the vector Þeld g
b
is generated by the time-depen-
dent Hamiltonian i
I
b. K
The following lemma is used in Section 4.1.1. We use the notation of that section and of
Example A4.
LEMMA A9. For d@(d let f : N (d@)PN (d) be a symplectic map restricting to the identity
on S. „hen there exist d@@(d@ and a symplectic isotopy H: N (d@@)][0, 1]PN(d) such that
H
0
"f, H
1
is S1-equivariant, H
b
D
S
"id
S
for all b3[0, 1]. If f is G-equivariant, then H can be
chosen to be equivariant.
Proof. Below we construct an isotopy F: N (d@)][0, 1]P” Þxing S such that F
0
"f,
F
1
is S1-equivariant and F*
b
u
m
"u
m
for all m3S and 0)b)1. Then we put H"F(1) as in
Example A7 above. As we have seen, H is a symplectic isotopy, and since F
0
"f preserves
the symplectic form, the ßow t
t
is trivial on N(d@)]MbN for all t, so H
0
"F
0 ¡
id"f.
Furthermore, since F
1
is equivariant, so is H
1
.
The construction of the isotopy F is in two stages. Between time b"0 and 1/2 we isotop
f to its Þbre derivative „
N
f by means of the obvious isotopy F (m, b)"
(1!2b)~1 f ((1!2b)m). The fact that f is a symplectic map and leaves S Þxed implies that
for all m3S the derivative „
m
f preserves the direct sum decomposition of (uniformized)
tangent spaces „I
m
N"„I
m
S=„I
0
N
m
. It follows from this that f has the same derivative as
„
N
f at all points in the zero section S, and in fact „
m
F
b
"„
m
f for all b3[0, 1/2] and all m in
S. Consequently, (F*
b
u)
m
"( f *u)
m
"u
m
for all b and m.
The second half of the isotopy comes about as follows. Note that „
N
f is an element of
Aut
S
(N), that is the group of linear automorphisms of N that preserve the symplectic forms
on the Þbres and restrict to the identity on S. If P is the Hermitian frame orbibundle of N,
then Aut
S
(N) can be viewed as the space of sections of the associated orbibundle
P]U(n)Sp(2n, R). Using the retraction of Sp(2n, R) onto its maximal compact subgroup
U(n) we can construct a path in Aut
S
(N) deÞned for 1/2)b)1 starting at „
N
f and ending
at a Hermitian automorphism of N. Observe that symplectic orbibundle automorphisms
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preserve the symplectic form at all points of the zero section and that Hermitian automor-
phisms commute with the scalar S1-action. By composing the two isotopies we obtain the
requisite isotopy F.
It is not hard to check that each step in this proof can be made equivariant with respect
to the action of G. It follows that the isotopy H can be made equivariant. K
Another application of the relative Moser method is the relative Darboux—
Moser—Weinstein Theorem: if u
0
and u
1
are relative symplectic forms on a Þbre orbibundle
n: MPB such that u
0,y
"u
1,y
for all y in a locally closed suborbibundle Y of M, then
there exist open neighbourhoods U
0
and U
1
of Y and a di⁄eomorphism f : U
0
PU
1
commuting with n such that f (y)"y, dn fy"idT
y
M for all y3Y, and f *u1"u0 . The proof
is word for word the same as in the absolute case, relying on linear interpolation between
u
0
and u
1
. In turn this leads to relative versions of all the usual embedding theorems in
symplectic geometry.
As an example we state the relative constant-rank embedding theorem. Let Z be a Þbre
orbibundle over B and let q be a vertical two-form on Z that is closed on every Þbre.
Assume that q has constant rank on Z. Assume further that G acts on B, that Z is an
equivariant orbibundle, and that the action on Z is Hamiltonian in the sense that there
exists a G-equivariant map ’Z :ZPg* satisfying Sdn’Z , mT"ı (mZ)q. Let N be a G-
equivariant symplectic vector orbibundle over Z with Þbre symplectic form p. Now let u be
a relative symplectic form on M and assume G acts on M in a Hamiltonian fashion with
relative moment map ’. An embedding of Z into M with normal bundle N is an embedding of
Þbre orbibundles ı : ZPM such that ı*u"q, ı*’"’Z, and the pullback under ı of the
relative symplectic normal bundle of ı (Z) in (M, u) is isomorphic to (N, p).
The standard embedding Z)Y with normal bundle N is constructed as follows. As an
orbifold, Y is the total space of the direct sum S= N, where S is the orbibundle on Z dual
to the suborbibundle ker q of the vertical tangent bundle „
7%35
Z. The relative symplectic
form and moment map (uY , ’Y) on Y are constructed in two stages.
At the Þrst stage one choose a section s of the orbibundle map „*
7%35
ZPS and deÞnes
a closed two-form uS on the Þbres of the projection SPB by uS"prZq#s*), where ) is
the standard symplectic form on the Þbres of „*
7%35
ZPB. Near Z the form uS is non-
degenerate in the vertical direction, and the G-action on S is Hamiltonian with moment
map given by ’S"pr*Z’Z#s*’7%35 , where S’*7%35 (p), mT"p (mZ), the standard moment
map on „*
7%35
Z.
At the second stage one notices that as an orbifold Y"S=N is identical to the total
space of the pullback of N along the map SPZ, and by means of (Þbrewise) minimal
coupling constructs a relative symplectic form uY on Y using the relative symplectic form
uS on the base S, an invariant p-compatible almost complex structure J on N, and
a (relative) connection one-form h on the orbibundle P of J-unitary frames on N. By
Theorem A1 the G-action on Y is Hamiltonian with respect to uY with relative moment
map ’Y , and it is straightforward to check that the zero section Z)Y is an embedding of
Z with normal bundle N. The relative version of the constant-rank embedding theorem is
now proved in the same way as the absolute version; cf. e.g. [41].
THEOREM A10 (Relative constant-rank embeddings). For every embedding ı of Z into
M with normal bundle N there exist a G-invariant open neighbourhood U of Z in Y and an
isomorphism of relative Hamiltonian G-orbifolds
f : (U, uY , ’Y)"(M, u, ’)
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onto an open neighbourhood of ı(Z) in M such that the diagram
commutes.
The zero section Z)S is a coisotropic embedding of Z and the zero section S)Y is
a symplectic embedding of S. It is not hard to see that S is a minimal symplectic suborbifold
of Y containing Z in the sense that if S@ is a locally closed symplectic suborbifold
of Y such that ZLS@LS, then S@ is open in S. Theorem A10 thus proves the existence of
minimal symplectic suborbifolds containing a given constant-rank suborbifold. To what
extent are minimal symplectic suborbifolds unique? We shall answer this question in the
absolute case only, though even there the proof uses the relative constant-rank embedding
theorem.
THEOREM A11. ‚et (M, u, ’) be a Hamiltonian G-orbifold and let Z be a G-invariant
compact suborbifold of constant rank. ‚et S
0
and S
1
be minimal G-invariant locally closed
symplectic suborbifolds of M containing Z. „hen there exist an automorphism f : MPM of
the Hamiltonian G-orbifold M and G-invariant open neighbourhoods ”
0
and ”
1
of Z such that
f Þxes Z and maps ”
0
WS
0
onto ”
1
WS
1
.
Proof. Let N be the symplectic normal bundle of Z in M, let Z)‰ be the standard
embedding of Z with normal bundle N, and choose an embedding ”)M as in Theo-
rem A10. Below we Þnd an equivariant symplectic isotopy F: ”@][0, 1]P” of an invari-
ant open ”@ such that ZL”@L”, F
0
is the identity on ”@, and F leaves Z Þxed. According
to Lemma A8, F is generated by a time-dependent Hamiltonian vector Þeld. We extend this
vector Þeld to M by multiplying its Hamiltonian function by a smooth cuto⁄ function that
is supported on ”@ and identically equal to 1 on a smaller ”@@L”@. Since Z is compact, the
resulting Hamiltonian vector Þeld is compactly supported and hence integrates to a glo-
bally deÞned isotopy FM of M; and f"FM
1
is the desired automorphism.
To construct the isotopy F, we may without loss of generality replace M with the model
space ‰ and assume S
0
to be the suborbibundle S"(ker q)* of ‰. This means that we can
identify S
0
with the orbibundle „S
0
D
Z
over Z. The construction is in two steps. First we Þnd
a symplectic isotopy of ” that Þxes Z and moves S
0
"„S
0
D
Z
to „S
1
D
Z
, and then we
construct F in the special case where „S
0
D
Z
"„S
1
D
Z
.
Step 1. Regard ‰ as an orbibundle over Z and note that both „S
0
D
Z
and „S
1
D
Z
are
suborbibundles of NM
t
of ‰ deÞned for 0)t)1 such that NM
0
"„S
0
D
Z
, NM
1
"„S
1
D
Z
, and
NM
t
is complementary to N for all t. We assert that, for all t, near the zero section the total
space of NM
t
is a symplectic suborbifold of ‰ and that Z is coisotropic in NM
t
. This is proved
by showing that „NM
t
D
Z
is a symplectic suborbibundle of „‰ D
Z
, as follows. By construction,
„‰D
Z
is canonically a symplectic direct sum R=K=K*=N, where K"ker q,
R"„Z/K, and the orbibundle K=K* carries the canonical symplectic form on its Þbres.
The fact that „NM
t
D
Z
is symplectic now follows from the Þrst assertion of Lemma A12. We
then apply the relative coisotropic embedding theorem, that is to say, we apply Theorem
A10 with B"[0, 1], Z"Z]B, N"0, Y"S
0
]B, and M"Z
t
NM
t
]MtN. As a result we
obtain a G-invariant open neighbourhood O of Z in Y and an isomorphism of relative
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Hamiltonian G-orbifolds
h: (O, uY , ’Y)"(M, u, ’)
onto an open neighbourhood of Z in M such that the relevant commutative diagram
commutes. We can choose O to be of the form O][0, 1], where ZLOLS
0
. In other
words, h is (the track of) a symplectic isotopy of O which Þxes Z and h
t
maps S
0
to NM
t
. After
composing h
t
with the map h~1
0
: S
0
PS
0
we may also assume that h starts at the identity.
We can view h as an embedding of O into ‰][0, 1] and as such want to extend it to an
isotopy of a full neighbourhood ” of Z in ‰. This is achieved by applying the relative
symplectic embedding theorem to the embedding of the relative symplectic manifold O into
‰][0, 1]. To this end we need to calculate the symplectic normal bundle E of S
0
][0, 1] in
‰][0, 1]. Let n denote the projection S
0
PZ. The restriction of E to S
0
]M0N is equal to
n*N, which is by deÞnition equal to ‰, considered as a symplectic orbibundle over S
0
. The
unit interval being contractible, we conclude that E is isomorphic to ‰][0, 1], considered
as a symplectic orbibundle over S
0
][0, 1]. By the relative symplectic embedding theorem,
h lifts to a symplectic embedding H of ”@][0, 1] into ‰][0, 1], where ”@L” is an open
subset of ‰ containing Z, as in the following commutative diagram:
By composing H with the projection ‰][0, 1]P‰ we Þnd the desired isotopy moving
„S
0
D
Z
to „S
1
D
Z
.
Step 2. We may henceforth assume that S
0
"„S
0
D
Z
"„S
1
D
Z
. Let O be an open subset
of S
0
containing Z and let h: OPS
1
be any di⁄eomorphism onto an open subset of S
1
that
Þxes Z and satisÞes „
x
h"id for all x in Z. Such a map can be found for instance by
choosing a projection map p of „‰ D
Z
onto „S
0
D
Z
; the restriction of p to S
1
has derivative
equal to the identity at all points of Z and can therefore be locally inverted. Let
H(x, b)"b~1h (bx) be the isotopy deforming h to its Þbre derivative; then H
0
"id, H
1
"h,
and „
x
H
b
"id for all x in Z. Consider the forms (1!t)u#tH*
b
u on S
0
. Applying MoserÕs
trick with parameter b as in Example A.6 we Þnd an open O@LO and an isotopy I:
O@][0, 1]PO such that I D
Z
"id, I
0
"id, and I*
b
H*
b
u"u. The isotopy H[ :
O@][0, 1]P‰ deÞned by H[
b
"H
b
I
b
therefore satisÞes H[
0
"id, H[
1
"hI
1
maps O@LS
0
to
S
1
and H[ *
b
u"u. This symplectic isotopy can now be extended to a neighbourhood ”@ of
Z in ‰ by use of the relative symplectic embedding theorem, as in Step 1 above. K
LEMMA A12. ‚et K be a vector space and let R and N symplectic vector spaces. ‚et » be
the symplectic direct sum R=K= K* =N, where K=K* carries the canonical symplectic
form. ‚et No be any complementary subspace to N in K*=N. „hen R = K=No is
a symplectic subspace of ». ‚et P: »PN be the linear projection with kernel R= K=No.
„hen the restriction of P to (R=K=No)u is a symplectic isomorphism onto N.
Proof. It clearly suƒces to prove this for R"0. Let d"dimK, 2n"dim». There
exists a symplectic basis e
1
, e
2
, 2 , en, f1, f2, 2, fn of » such that e1, e2, 2, ed form a basis
of K, f
1
, f
2
, 2, fd form a basis of K*, and ed‘1, ed‘2, 2 , en, fd‘1, fd‘2, 2, fn form a basis of
N. Furthermore, if a
i
"P f
i
for i"1, 2, 2 , d, then f1!a1, f2!a2, 2 , fd!ad form a basis
of No. Put f @
i
"f
i
!a
i
#+d
j/1
a
ij
e
j
for i"1, 2, 2 , d, where aij"12u (ai , aj). It is easy to
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check that e
1
, e
2
, 2, ed , f @1, f @2, 2, f @d form a symplectic basis of K=N
o, so K =No is
symplectic.
It is also easy to see that the vectors
e @
i
"e
i
# d+
j/1
u(e
i
, a
j
)e
j
f @
i
"e
i
# d+
j/1
u( f
i
, a
j
)e
j
deÞned for i"d#1, d#2, 2 , n, are a symplectic basis of (K=No)u. Clearly, the
projection P sends e @
i
to e
i
and f @
i
to f
i
and therefore maps (K=No)u symplectically
onto N. K
APPENDIX B: A PRODUCT FORMULA
The following result was proved in a holomorphic context by Borel in Appendix II
of [21].
THEOREM B1. ‚et B be a compact almost complex orbifold and let X be an almost complex
Þbre orbibundle over B with compact general Þbre ‰ and orbibundle projection n. Assume that
the structure group of X can be reduced to a compact ‚ie group. „hen
RR(X, n*E)"RR(B, E)RR(‰, C)
for every complex vector orbibundle E over B.
We establish a slightly stronger result, namely an integration formula, Theorem B3, for
the Todd form of the vertical tangent bundle. For simplicity we present the proof in the
manifold category; the proof for orbifolds is analogous.
B.1. Cartan map and equivariant curvature
Let K be a compact (but not necessarily connected) Lie group, let C[k] be the graded
algebra of polynomials on k, and let ‰ be a K-manifold. We denote by
)k
K
(‰)" a
i‘2j/k
()i(‰)?C[k]
j
)K
the Z-graded algebra of equivariant di⁄erential forms. We also consider the Z
2
-graded
algebra
)“
K
(‰)"() (‰) ?C[[k]])K
of equivariant forms with coeƒcients in the formal power series C[[k]]. These algebras
carry a di⁄erential of degree 1 deÞned by
(d
K
a)(m)"da(m)!ı (m
Y
)a(m).
The cocycles in )*
K
(‰) and )“
K
(‰) are denoted by Z*
K
and Z]
K
, respectively, and the
cohomology groups by H*
K
and H]
K
, respectively.
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Now let PPB be a principal K-principal bundle with connection h3)1(P, k)K. The
curvature of h is the basic two-form Fh"dh#1
2
[h, h]3)2 (P, k)K. It can be viewed as
a K-equivariant map k*P)2(P) and as such extends uniquely to an equivariant multiplica-
tive map C[[k]]P)* (P). In other words, given a3)“
K
(P) we can substitute the curvature in
the k-slot to get a K-invariant di⁄erential form a (Fh) and thus we obtain a map jh:
)K
K
(P)P)(P)K. Let horh: )* (P)P)*
)03
(P) be the projection onto the horizontal forms
deÞned by the connection h. The composition
Carh"horh ¡ jh: )“ K (P)")*"!4*#(P):)*(B)
is called the Cartan map. Neither horh nor jh is a cochain map, but Carh is. Its restriction to
C[[k]]L)“
K
(P) is known as the Chern—…eil map.
Consider the product P]‰ and the associated bundle
X"P]K‰.
Let pr
P
: P]‰PP be the projection onto the Þrst factor and Carpr*Ph: )“
K
(P]‰)P)* (X)
the Cartan map for the principal K-bundle P]‰PX. If ‰ is compact, we can integrate
forms over the Þbres and thus obtain a diagram
We assert that this diagram is commutative. The commutativity of the square on the left is
obvious; for the commutativity of the square on the right it suƒces to show that
P
Y
¡ horpr*Ph"horh ¡ P
Y
and P
Y
¡ jpr*P h"jh ¡ P
Y
.
These identities follow from the fact that the forms pr*
P
h3)1 (P]‰, k)K and
Fpr*Ph"pr*
P
Fh3)2(P]‰, k)K have no components in the ‰-direction.
Now let H be another compact Lie group and let Q be an H-principal bundle over ‰.
Assume that the K-action on ‰ lifts to an action on Q that commutes with the H-action.
Choose a K-invariant connection /3)1(Q, h)H]K on Q. Its K-equivariant curvature is the
H-basic K-equivariant form F/
K
3)2
K
(Q, h) deÞned by
F/
K
"d
K
/#1
2
[/, /]"F(!((.
Here ((: QPk* is the map deÞned by S((, gT"ı(g
Q
)/ for all g3k, which, being H-
invariant, descends to ‰. The connection h on the K-bundle P and the connection / on the
H-bundle Q can be combined to a connection /h on the H-bundle P]KQPP]K‰"X,
and the curvature of /h can be expressed in terms of the equivariant curvature of / in the
following manner.
LEMMA B.2. 1. „he K-horizontal part of pr*
Q
/, which is given by
horh(pr*
Q
/)"pr*
Q
/!Spr*
Q
((, pr*
P
hT3)1(P]Q, k)K
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is a K-basic H-connection one-form on P]Q and represents a connection one-form
/h3)1(P]KQ, h)H.
2. „he curvature form F(h3)2 (P]KQ, h)H of /h, regarded as a K-basic h-valued form on
P]Q, is equal to Carpr*Ph (pr*
Q
F/
K
), where F/
K
is the K-equivariant curvature of /.
Proof of 2. By 1 the pullback of F/h to P]Q is equal to the curvature of the connection
horh (pr*
Q
/), which is equal to the K-basic form
F)03h/"F/#1
2
[S(/, hT, S(/, hT]!Sd(/, hT!S(/, dhT![S(/, hT, /] (B2)
where we are suppressing the pullback maps from the notation. On the other hand
jhF/"F/!S(/, dhT!1
2
S(/, [h, h]T. (B3)
It is clear that the forms (B2) and (B3) agree on K-horizontal vectors, so that (B2) is the
K-horizontal part of (B3). K
The H-Cartan map Car/: )K
H
(Q)")*(‰) for Q has a K-equivariant analogue
Car/
K
: )K
H]K
(Q)")K
K
(‰),
which is deÞned by Car/
K
"hor/ ¡ j/K, where j
/
K
(a)"a (F/
K
). (Notice that a (F/
K
) is well-
deÞned as a formal power series on k with values in )*(‰).) It is a cochain map and therefore
induces a map HK
H]K
(Q)PHK
K
(‰). Its restriction to the subalgebra C[[h]]HL)K
H]K
(Q) is
the K-equivariant Chern-…eil map.
B.2. Integration formula for the Todd form
Let ‰ be an almost complex K-manifold and choose a K-invariant Hermitian inner
product and connection on the tangent bundle of ‰. These choices give rise to a unitary
frame bundle Q of ‰ and a principal connection h on it. Let H"” (n) and consider the
Todd series Td3C[[h]]H, which is deÞned by
Td(x
1
, x
2
, 2 , xn)"
n
<
j/1
x
j
1!exp(!x
j
)
for (x
1
, x
2
, 2 , xn) in iRn:t, the Cartan subalgebra of H. The form Td(‰)"
Car/(Td)3Z* (‰) is the Todd form of ‰.
Let PPB be any principal K-bundle with connection / and consider the vertical
tangent bundle »"P]K„‰ of X"P]K‰ over B. Then » is the Cn-bundle on X asso-
ciated to the principal H-Þbration P]KQPX, on which we have the connection /h, and
Td(»)"Car/h(Td)3Z* (X) is the Todd form of ». As before let :
Y
: )*(X)P)* (B) denote
integration over the Þbres.
THEOREM B3. „he form :
Y
Td(»)3)* (B) is a constant function on B. Its value is equal to
:
Y
Td(»)":
Y
Td(‰).
Proof. First we reduce the general case to the case where K is connected. Let K0 be the
identity component of K and consider the Þnite covers BI "P/K0 of B, XI "P]KÒ‰ of
X and »I "P]KÒ„‰ of ». Then XI is a bundle over BI with Þbre ‰ and »I is the pullback of
» under the covering map XI PX. Clearly Td(»I ) is the pullback to XI of Td(»)3)* (X) and
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:
Y
Td(»I ) is the pullback to BI of :
Y
Td(»)3)*(B), so it is enough to show that
:
Y
Td(»I )":
Y
Td(‰). We may therefore assume K to be connected.
Now consider Td
K
(‰)"Car/
K
(Td)3ZK
K
(‰), the equivariant Todd form of ‰. It follows
from 2 of Lemma B.2 that Td(») is the image of Td
K
(‰) under the composite map
Carpr*Ph ¡pr*
Y
: )K
K
(‰)P)(X). We conclude from the commutativity of diagram (B1) that
:
Y
Td(») is the image of :
Y
Td
K
(‰) under the map Carh ¡pr*15 . By the Berline—Vergne
equivariant index theorem [5], :
Y
Td
K
(‰)3)K
K
(pt)"C[[k]]K is the equivariant arithmetic
genus of ‰ (here we use that K is connected), which by 1 of Theorem 2.7 is constant and
equal to :
Y
Td(‰). Hence
P
Y
Td(»)"Carh ¡pr*15 P
Y
Td(‰)"P
Y
Td(‰)
as an element of Z0 (B):R. K
Proof of „heorem B1. We can write X"P]K‰, where K is a compact Lie group and
P a principal K-bundle over B. By the Hirzebruch—Riemann—Roch theorem
RR(X, n*E)"P
X
Ch(n*E) Td(X)"P
X
n*Ch(E) Td(X).
Choose a connection on P such that the induced connection on X is invariant under the
almost complex structure. Then we can write „X"»=„B, where »"P]K„‰ is the
vertical tangent bundle of X over B. Hence Td(X)"Td(») n*Td(B) and
RR(X, n*E)"P
X
n* (Ch(E) Td(B)) Td(»)"P
B
ACh(E) Td(B) P
Y
Td(»)B .
The result now follows from Theorem B.3 and Hirzebruch—Riemann—Roch. K
APPENDIX C: NOTATIONS
G; „ compact connected Lie group; maximal torus
W; " Weyl group; integral lattice in t
w
0
; * longest Weyl group element; involution k>k*"!w0k of t*
w@ k aƒne action w@ k"w(k#o)!o of W
"*; "*
‘
weight lattice HomZ(", Z); monoid of dominant weights
fk character of „ deÞned by k3"*
sk irreducible character of G with highest weight k3"*‘
RepG; IndG
H
representation ring; induction functor
t*
‘
; p positive Weyl chamber in t*; open wall of t*
‘
star p; Sp open star Zq¤pq of p; natural slice in g* at p
(M, u, ’) Hamiltonian G-orbifold with moment map
m
M
vector Þeld on M induced by m3g
* Kirwan polytope ’(M)Wt*
‘
int * relative interior of *
‚ G-equivariant line orbibundle on M
RR(M, ‚) equivariant index of M with coeƒcients in ‚
N
L
"N multiplicity function of ‚
Mk; M0"M//G symplectic quotient of M at k; resp. 0
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‚k; ‚0"‚//G quotient orbibundle at k; resp. 0
‚4)*&5k shifted quotient orbibundle at k
M
w0
; ‚
w0
symplectic cut of M w.r.t. circle action; cut bundle
‰p; Mp cross-section ’~1(Sp); its saturation G‰p
S; P; F set of labels; polyhedron; open face
DS Delzant space associated to set of labels S
Iso(E
1
, E
2
) isomorphisms from Þbre bundle E
1
PB
1
to E
2
PB
2
Aut(E) automorphisms of a Þbre bundle EPB
Aut
B
(E) automorphisms of EPB that map each Þbre to itself
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